I. A description of the machine.

We begin by describing the 'unsteckered enigma'. The machine consists of a box with 26 keys labelled with the letters of the alphabet and 26 bulbs which shine through stencils on which letters are marked. It also contains wheels whose function will be described later on. When a key is depressed the wheels are made to move in a certain way and a current flows through the wheels to one of the bulbs. The letter which appears over the bulb is the result of enciphering the letter on the depressed key with the wheels in the position they have when the bulb lights.

To understand the working of the machine it is best to separate in our minds the electric circuit of the machine without the wheels, the circuit through the wheels, the mechanism for turning the wheels and for describing the positions of the wheels. The circuit of the machine without the wheels.

The machine contains a cylinder called the Eintrittswalz (E.W) on which are 26 contacts $C_1, \ldots, C_{26}$. The effect of the wheels is to connect these contacts up in pairs, the actual pairings of course depending on the positions of the wheels. On the other side the contacts $C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_{26}$ are connected each to one of the keys. For the moment we will suppose that the order is QRERTZUIOASDFGHIJKLMNOP, and we will say that $Q$ is the letter associated with $C_1$, $W$ that associated with $C_2$ etc. This series of letters associated with $C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_{26}$ is called the diagonal, for reasons which will appear in Chap
The particular order we have chosen is known as QWERTZU order.

The diagram shows the connections when the key Q is depressed and supposing that $C_1$ is connected to $C_3$ through the wheels.

The only outlet for the positive of the battery is through the Q key to $C_1$, hence to $C_3$ and then through the E bulb. The result is that the E bulb lights. More generally we can say

If two contacts $C$, $C'$ of the Eintrittswagen are connected through the wheels then the result of enciphering the letter associated with $C$ is the letter associated with $C'$.

Notice that if $P$ is the result of enciphering $G$, then $G$ is the result of enciphering $P$ at the same place, also that the result of enciphering $G$ can never be $G$.

Henceforward we may neglect all of the machine except what affects the connections between the contacts of the E.W., and the turnover mechanism which affects the positions of the wheels.

Connections through the wheels.

The wheels include one which is seldom removed from the machine, which may or may not be rotatable. It is called the Umkehrwagen (U.K.W.). This wheel has 26 spring contacts which are connected together in pairs. There are three or more other wheels which are removable and rotatable; they have 26 spring contacts on the right and 26 plate contacts on the left (left and right with exactly positions when in the machine). Each spring
contact is connected to one and only one plate contact. On the wheels are rings or tyres carrying alphabets, and rotatable with respect to the rest of the wheel; more about this under 'turnovers'. When the machine is being used three of the wheels are put in between the U.K.W. and the E.W. in some prescribed order. The way that the current might flow from the E.W. through the wheels and back is shown below.

Turnovers, Ringstellung, Window position, rod position.

From the point of view of the legitimate decipherer, the position of the wheels is described by the letters on the tyres which show through the three windows in the casing of the machine. This sequence of letters we call the 'window position'. When a key is depressed the window when position changes, but does not change further the key is allowed to rise. We will say that the position changes into the 'following' position. The position which follows a given one depends only on the order of the wheels and on the original window position. This is because the mechanism for changing the positions is carried on the tyres.

The turning mechanism consists of

Three palls operated by the keys, one lying just to the right of the right hand wheel, one between the R.H.W and M.W. and one between the M.W. and the L.H.W.

26 catches fixed on the wheel on the right.

One (or possibly more, here we will always assume it is only one) catch on each tyte.

The effect of the right hand pall is to move the R.H.W. forward one place every time a key is depressed. The middle pall
normally comes into contact with the smooth surface of the tyre which prevents of the R.H.W., engaging with the catches of the M.W. If however it is able to slip in to the catch on the tyre of the R.H.W. it will reach the catch on the M.W. and will push both R.H.W. and M.W. forward: of course the R.H.W. is being pushed forward by the right hand pawl in any case. The occurrence of such a movement of the M.W. is called a 'turnover'. Owing to the fact that the catch is on the tyre the position at which the turnover occurs depends only on what wheel is in the right hand position, and on the window position of that wheel. For instance with German service wheels, wheel I turns over between Q and R, i.e. if I is in the R.H. position then the M.W. will move forward whenever the window position of the R.H.W. changes from Q to R. The left hand pawl operates similarly to the middle pawl, but in this case it is essential to remember that both M.W. and L.H.W. move forward.

Typical examples of consecutive window positions with middle wheel turnover E-F, R.H.W. T.O. Q - R

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AWO</th>
<th>BDO</th>
<th>NEW</th>
<th>PEQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AwP</td>
<td>BDP</td>
<td>NFY</td>
<td>QFR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWQ</td>
<td>BDQ</td>
<td>NFZ</td>
<td>QFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZR</td>
<td>BER</td>
<td>NFX</td>
<td>QFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXS</td>
<td>CFS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXT</td>
<td>CFT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effect of enciphering a letter depends only on the wheel order (Walzenlage) and the position (i.e. amount rotated) of the wheel proper (i.e. not the tyre). To describe this position we could imagine that there was a set of letters attached to the business part of each wheel, and that these letters could be seen through the windows as well as the letters on the tyres. The letters seen would give the 'absolute' or 'rot'position of the wheel (the point of the expression 'rot position' will be seen in Chap ). The position of the tyre relative to the business part is fixed by means of a clip on the business part which can drop into holes near the letters. When the clip is in
hole near the letter C we say that the Ringstellung is C for that wheel. It is clear that some equation of the form

\[
\text{Window position} = \text{Rod position} + \text{Ringstellung} + \text{a constant}
\]

must hold (it being understood that \(A, B, C, \ldots\) are regarded as interchangeable with \(1, 2, 3, \ldots\)). Würzburger Normally assume that the one arranges that this constant is zero (see also...)

The steckered enigma.

In some enigmas the association of the contacts of the Eintrittswelz with the keys and bulbs can be varied. There are 26 pairs of sockets labelled with the letters of the alphabet, one of each pair leading to a contact of the Eintrittswelz and the other to one of the keys. Normally the two sockets are connected together by a hidden spring, if however a 'Stecker' is plugged into two pairs of sockets, W and R say, these springs are forced away and new connections are made through the Stecker, the W key being connected to the contact which would otherwise be connected to the R key, and vice versa. That W and R are connected by such a plug is expressed in the form 'W/R' or 'R/W'. The effect of the Stecker on the encipherment is quite simple. If at a certain position of the \(\text{ xx wheels} \ A \ \text{enciphered gives} \ N, \) (abbreviated to \(\text{AN} \)) then at the same position with Stecker \(A/V, N/O, \) and perhaps others, we have \(\text{VO}; \) if instead we have the Stecker \(A/V \) but none involving \(N, \) we should have \(\text{VN} \) (or as we sometimes say the 'conjugate' \(\text{VN} \)). Thus if a possible encipherment without any Stecker were

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{DIESEBELLED} & \quad \text{DIESEBELLE} \\
\text{KOLAYKRALE} & \quad \text{KOLAYKEYO}
\end{align*}
\]

then a possible encipherment starting from the same positions of the wheels (or as we say, from the same place) with the Stecker \(D/B, R/N, B/K, V/Y \) would be

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SIEDENKE} & \quad \text{BVMBYEVO}
\end{align*}
\]
Conventions for electricians

For the purpose of describing the wiring of wheels to electricians one works from a 'spot' on the right hand (spring contact bearing) side of the wheel, or if there is no spot, from the contact which is uppermost when any writing on the face is horizontal.

The contact which is uppermost or nearest to the spot is called 1 and then the numbering is continued in a clockwise direction. One then makes out a scheme like this

Spring contacts

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 & \ldots \\
\end{array}
\]

Fixed contacts

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
6 & 3 & 16 & 14 & \ldots \\
\end{array}
\]

From the point of view of the cryptographer the most natural way of naming the contacts is rather different. One would put the Ringstellung to zero, then put zero (Z) in the window, and after name any contact on the right of the R.H.W. by the letter associated with the contact of the E.W. which it touches, there being assumed to be no Stecker. To connect these two notations it would be necessary to take into consideration the relative positions of the contact of the E.W. and the windows, and also the positions of the clip and spot on the wheel. Here is a rule of thumb for obtaining electricians data from the cryptographic data, illustrated by Railway Wheel I. W

Write down the first upright of the inverse square for the wheel unsteckered and above it the diagonal. Use the top two lines to transpose the
third line into numbers. Then rub out the second and third lines.

This rule is not absolutely reliable because of possible variations of designs of wheels and machines.

The comic strips.

For demonstration purposes it is best to replace the machine by a paper model. We replace each wheel by a strip of squared paper 52 squares by 5 squares. The squares in the right hand column of the strip represent the spring contacts of the wheel in natural order (to make the squares of the strip agree with the contacts of the wheel one must wrap the strip round the wheel with the writing on the strip inwards). The squares on the left represent the plate contacts. In the right hand column is written the diagonal twice over, these being the 'cryptographers names' of the contacts as explained in the last section; in the left hand column letters are also written, and in such a way that squares containing represent contacts which are the same letter must be connected together. Down the centre column may be written the numbers \(1, \ldots, 26, 1, \ldots, 26\). These numbers serve to describe the position of the wheel, either the rod position or the window position according to how they are used. The Umkehrwalze is represented by a strip three squares wide, containing in one column the diagonal repeated (this is not entirely essential) in another the numbers \(1, \ldots, 26\) repeated. The third column represents the contacts, and squares representing contacts which are connected contain the same number (which does not exceed 13). The machine itself is represented by a sheet of paper with slots to hold the 'wheels'. In a column on the right is written the unstuck diagonal twice to represent the Eintrittswalze. It is convenient to repeat this alphabet between each pair of wheels. The square bearing the letter \(Q\) between the R.H.W. and the M.W. will be called R.H.W. 'rod point \(Q\)' or M.W. 'output point \(Q\)'. Between the wheels we also write \(1, \ldots, 26\) repeated. These are used for describing the position of the wheel when the Ringstellu ng is given. To understand how this can be done we need only notice that the same effect as a movable type
could be obtained by having windows and pawls which could be
rotated round the wheels in step. To use this Ringstellung device
on the comic strips we make pencil marks against the numbers
on the fixed sheet and read off the window positions on the strips
opposite these marks. We also make permanent lines on the strips
to show where the turnover occurs. When these lines pass the
Ringstellung marks a turnover occurs.

If the machine has Stecker we may leave a column on the right
for the keys to which the contacts of the E.W. are connected through
the Stecker.

The rule of thumb for the making of comic strips is to take
the last upright of the rod square for the left hand columns
of the strips.

It may appear rather strange that the letters written on
the fixed sheet between the strips should be in the order of
the diagonal, rather than say ABOD...; the point of writing the
letters in this order is that wherever a strip is put into the
machine there will be the same arrangement of letters on either side
of it. If this were not so it would be necessary to have one
'rod square' for the wheel when in the R.H. position and another
for the other positions.
Chapter II. Elementary use of rods.

The rod square and inverse rod square

It is convenient to have a table giving immediately the effect of a wheel in any position. We can make this out in the form of a square measuring 26x26 small squares, the columns being labelled with the numbers 1, ..., 26, and the rows labelled with the letters of the diagonal, say qwertzu.... If we want to know the output letter which is connected to a given rod point we look in the row named after the rod point and the column named after the rod position for the wheel. Thus in column 18 and row e of the purple square we find R, and looking on the fixed comic strips (Fig 11) where the purple wheel is in rod position 18 we find the rod point E connected to output point R.

This square is known as the 'rod square' for the wheel; its rows are known as 'rods' and its columns as 'uprights'.

We can make out a rather similar square in which the rows are named after the output letters and the letters in the squares are the rod points. This is called the inverse square.

It should be noticed that in both squares as one proceeds diagonally from top to bottom and from right to left the letters are in the order of the diagonal. Hence the name. That this must happen is obvious from the fact that if one proceeds steadily round the E.W. as the wheel moves forward one will always be in contact with the same point of the R.H.W. and therefore connected to the same point on the left hand side of the R.H.W. This point is moving steadily round and therefore the rod points describing its position move backward along the diagonal.

Encodin on the rods

For the purpose of decoding without a machine, and in connection with many methods of finding keys it is convenient to have the
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rows of the rod square written out on actual cardboard rods, in
guage with squared paper. Let us suppose that we wish to decode a
\textit{following} message beginning

\texttt{XQSZVI DMFPN EXACM RWWXU JYUTY NGVVX DZ...}

of not more than 30 groups, that we know the wheel order to
be \textbf{III I II} (Green, Red, Purple), the Ringstellung to be
26 17 16 13, and the Spruch schluessel to be 10 5 26 1
\textit{i.e.} that the \texttt{window position} machine should be set to 10 5 26 1
\texttt{XXXIX} and the deciphering then begun. We first work out the
turnovers in terms of rod positions. Wheel II has window T.O.
E-F \textit{i.e.}, 5-6, and since the Ringstellung for this wheel is 13
the rod T.O. is 13-19. The middle wheel window T.O. is \texttt{XX N-O}
and the rod T.O. is 24-25. Next we transform the Spruchs schluessel
10 5 26 1 into rod values by subtracting the Ringstellung. We
obtain 10 14 10 14, and we can now write \texttt{window position}
\texttt{window position} over the letters of the message the rod positions of the
R.H.W. at which they are to be deciphered, remembering that the
\texttt{window position} window position at which the first letter is deciphered
is not the Spruch schluessel but its successor. We can also mark it
in the turnovers. Over each section between turnovers we can mark the
position of the middle wheel. As the message is \texttt{unix} not more than
150 letters no double T.O. will be reached and the U.K.W. will
be at 10 and the L.H.W. at 14 throughout. We can work out the
effect of these two wheels for this message once and for all.
We set up the comic strips for the U.K.W. and L.H.W. to this
position and read off the pairs of M.W. rod points which are
connected through them. (The fixed comic strips Fig 11 have the
U.K.W. and M.W. set to this position) They are \texttt{qv, ev, es, kg,
sx, wo, mj, td, pv, fl, yu, zl, dw}, From these we wish to
obtain the connections between the right hand wheel rod points
for all relevant positions of the M.W. If we set up the red rods
10 11
\texttt{R\_p\_o\_t\_o\_s\_t\_i\_n \_T.\_O.\_s

\texttt{.....}}}
according to the pairs $q_0, e_1, \ldots$ (see Fig [3]). In any column of
the resulting column will be found the letters of the alphabet in
pairs; these pairs are the R.H.W. rod points which are connected
together through the U.K.W., L.H.W. and M.W. with the U.K.W. and
L.H.W. in the position 10 14 and the M.W. in the position given
at the head of the column in question; this can be verified from
Fig [1] in the case of column 10. In order to decipher the part of
the message before the first turnover we set up the purple rods
according to the pairs in column 10 of Fig [3]. This set of pairs
is called the 'coupling of the R.H.W. rods' or simply the
'coupling'. The pairs of letters in the various columns of the
purple set-up are the possible constations when the U.K.W., L.H.W.,
and M.W. have the positions 10 14 10 and the
R.H.W. has the positions given at the head of the column. We can
therefore use it for the set up for decoding up to the first T.O.
Afterwards we have to rearrange the rods with the coupling in the
11th column of the red rod set-up (FIGS [15]).
Chapter III. Methods for finding the connections of a machine.

Alphabets and boxes

For any position of the wheels of a machine the letters of the alphabet can be put into 15 pairs so that the result of enciphering one member of a pair is the other member. These pairs are usually written one under the other and called 'the alphabet' at the position in question. Thus the alphabet for the wheel order Green Red Purple and rod position 10 14 11 17 is

```
S
ME
VL
ZU
HY
JE
TR
UG
IF
XD
KC
AQ
BW
NP
```

The order in which these are written is immaterial.

When we have two alphabets to deal with it is sometimes helpful to describe both alphabets simultaneously in the form of a 'box'. Take for instance the two alphabets

```
\( \begin{array}{c}
\text{VM} \\
\text{ZJ} \\
\text{ES} \\
\text{GA} \\
\text{NP} \\
\text{KR} \\
\text{OF} \\
\text{HI} \\
\text{LB} \\
\text{DW} \\
\text{TT} \\
\text{UK} \\
\text{QC} \\
\text{SD} \\
\end{array} \)
```

To form a box from these we choose a letter at random, say T, and **write it down with its partner in the first alphabet, Y, following it, thus TY; we then look for Y Y in the second alphabet and find it in YK; we write the K diagonally downwards to the left from Y, thus TY; now we look for K in K**
the first end finding it in KU write TY. From this we get to KU
TY and TY, but now if we were to continue the process we should get TY
KU KU
V VM

We therefore draw a line, select a new letter, E say, and
start again, writing our results below what we have already
written. Thus we get
TY KU
VM RX
PN OF
GA CQ
EL

Eventually when there are no letters left we stop with the completed 'box' (ε/β box)

TY
KU
VM
RX
OF
GA
CQ
EL
SE
ZJ
WD
HI

There are various remarks to be made about boxes. A box completely determines the alphabets from which it was made. Also it can be written in various forms depending on the choices of letters which are made during the process, but two different boxes made from the same alphabets can always be transformed into one another by a combination of the processes.
1) Rearranging the order of the compartments

ii) Moving a number of lines from the top of the compartment to the bottom, the order of the lines remaining the same

iii) Rotating a compartment through $180^\circ$ about its centre, and then rotating each letter through $180^\circ$ about its centre.

At first sight it would seem possible that in making a box one might reach a state of affairs like this

\[
\begin{align*}
AB \\
CD \\
E
\end{align*}
\]

and that EA occurs in the first alphabet, and one would not then know what to do. This is not actually possible as EA in the first alphabet would contradict AB, for the same reason it is not possible to have $E$ coupled with any other letter which has already occurred.

If we think of the columns in a compartment of a box we see that the effect of going down the left hand column of a box compartment, or up the right hand column gives the result of enciphering a letter with the first alphabet and then enciphering the result with the second. Consequently if $\text{MAXIMAXIMAX}$ instead of being given the alphabets we have the result of this double encipherment we shall almost have the box. We shall not know how much to slide the opposite sides of a compartment relative to one another, and in the case of compartments of equal size we shall not know how to pair off the sides.

The effect of enciphering first with $\alpha$ then with $\beta$ I shall call 'the permutation $\beta\alpha$', likewise the effect of enciphering with $\alpha$ then $\beta$ then $\gamma$ will be called $\gamma\beta\alpha$. For these permutations there is a notation similar to the boxes. However this kind of 'general box' does not enable one to recover the original alphabets. It is also more convenient to write them horizontally (the same applies to ordinary boxes, but the tradition there is firmly established). As an example of the notation

\[
\begin{align*}
\gamma\beta\alpha &= (\text{KLA} \text{I} \text{YSUHF})(\text{TCW} \text{M} \text{ZB})(\text{DEXVRN})(\text{J})(0)(Q)
\end{align*}
\]
This means that G enciphered at \( \alpha \) (giving A), and then at \( \beta \) (giving C) and then at \( \gamma \) gives K, likewise K enciphered \( \kappa \) with \( \gamma \beta \kappa \) gives L, P enciphered gives G, and J enciphered gives J. With the same notation the alphabet \( \omega \) could be expressed in the form \((\text{VM})(\text{ZJ})(\text{ES})(\text{GA})(\text{NP})(\text{XR})(\text{OF})(\text{HI})(\text{LB})(\text{DW})(\text{YT})(\text{UK})(\text{QC})\).

If the letters of a pair of alphabets are subjected to a substitution, and a new box is made up from the resulting alphabets the sizes of the compartments of this box will be the same as in the original box: in fact this box can be obtained from the first box by subjecting it to the same substitution, (except possibly for order of compartments etc.): e.g. if we subject the alphabets \( \alpha/\beta \) to the substitution

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{A} & \rightarrow \text{AL}, \text{B} \rightarrow \text{BI}, \ldots, \\
\text{Z} & \rightarrow \text{ZX}.
\end{align*}
\]

(\( Z \) to replace A etc.) then we get the alphabets

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha' & \rightarrow \text{CW}, \beta' \rightarrow \text{KW}, \\
\alpha & \rightarrow \text{AL}, \beta & \rightarrow \text{XF}.
\end{align*}
\]

Conversely if we are given two pairs of alphabets \( \lambda/\mu \) and \( \epsilon/\zeta \) such that the sizes of the compartments in the \( \lambda/\mu \) box are the same as in the \( \epsilon/\zeta \) box, then it is possible to find a substitution which will transform \( \lambda \) into \( \epsilon \) and \( \mu \) into \( \zeta \) (in fact usually a great many such substitutions). We have only to write the boxes in decreasing compartment size (say), and then a substitution with the required property will be the one which transforms letters in corresponding positions into one another.
The sizes of the compartments in a box, and the lengths of the **brackets** (cycles) are important, as they remain the same if all the letters involved are subjected to the same substitution, *(which might be a Steckering).* If we write down the lengths of the cycles of a substitution in decreasing order we obtain what we call the 'class' or the 'shape' of the substitution. E.g. the class of \( \gamma \beta \delta \) above is 11, 6, 6, 1, 1, 1; with boxes there are two ways of describing the shape, either by the lengths of the compartments or by the numbers of letters in them.

It is always obvious enough which is being used. The following information about frequencies of box shapes may be of interest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24,2</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22,4</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,6</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18,6</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16,10</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,12</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22,2,2</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The phenomena involved

Before trying to explain the actual methods used in finding the connections of a machine it will be as well to shew the kind of phenomena on which the solution depends.

The most important of the phenomena is this, Suppose we are given the alphabets at the positions XXXXXX XXXX REA FKA WMA and also at REB FKB WMB then there is a substitution which will transform the alphabet REA into REB, FKA into FKB etc. The letters of substitution is that which transforms the column of the rod square corresponding to position A into the letters on the same rod in column B. When we are given complete alphabets we can box REA with FKA and REB with FKB, and the substitution will have to be one which transforms the first box into the second. As an example of this phenomenon on we may take the alphabets and boxes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REA</th>
<th>REB</th>
<th>FKA</th>
<th>FKB</th>
<th>WMA</th>
<th>WMB</th>
<th>REA</th>
<th>REB</th>
<th>FKA</th>
<th>FKB</th>
<th>WMA</th>
<th>WMB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EX</td>
<td>RO</td>
<td>KH</td>
<td>ZJ</td>
<td>TW</td>
<td>XI</td>
<td>EX</td>
<td>RO</td>
<td>EX</td>
<td>RO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL</td>
<td>FU</td>
<td>JQ</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>QD</td>
<td>PG</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>FU</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>FU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG</td>
<td>JM</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>ZP</td>
<td>KB</td>
<td>HG</td>
<td>JM</td>
<td>HG</td>
<td>JM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>AG</td>
<td>GC</td>
<td>MA</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>VE</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>AG</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>AG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YV</td>
<td>KL</td>
<td>ZR</td>
<td>HV</td>
<td>VJ</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>YV</td>
<td>KL</td>
<td>YV</td>
<td>KL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>BY</td>
<td>IO</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>QC</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>FS</td>
<td>BY</td>
<td>FS</td>
<td>BY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>VX</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>TQ</td>
<td>KL</td>
<td>ZU</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td>VX</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td>VX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QM</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>BW</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>MY</td>
<td>QM</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>QM</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>TD</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>XL</td>
<td>BY</td>
<td>WK</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>TD</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>TD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>QT</td>
<td>SY</td>
<td>YK</td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>DT</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>QT</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>QT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO</td>
<td>QC</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>HM</td>
<td>JS</td>
<td>AO</td>
<td>QC</td>
<td>AO</td>
<td>QC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JZ</td>
<td>NH</td>
<td>EF</td>
<td>RB</td>
<td>AU</td>
<td>QF</td>
<td>JZ</td>
<td>NH</td>
<td>JZ</td>
<td>NH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NK</td>
<td>LZ</td>
<td>UX</td>
<td>FO</td>
<td>XB</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>NK</td>
<td>LZ</td>
<td>NK</td>
<td>LZ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The substitution which will transform REA into REB, FKA into FKB, REA into REB, WMA into WMB, the box FKA into FKB and WMA into WMB is

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
W A G R B M J D N Z U S E C T P V Y X F L I O K H

In this example the alphabets have been written out in such a way that each a letter and the result of applying the substitution occupy corresponding positions. Of course if our alphabets were data from which the substitution was to be found this would not generally be the case. Our problem would be to arrange them in XXXXXX XXXXX or the boxes made from them, in such an order.
We might for instance be given the alphabets in the more or less alphabetical order

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REA</th>
<th>RSB</th>
<th>FKA</th>
<th>FKB</th>
<th>WMA</th>
<th>WMB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AO</td>
<td>AG</td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>AU</td>
<td>AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>BY</td>
<td>EW</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>BY</td>
<td>DT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>DT</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>EZ</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>DQ</td>
<td>EV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>EZ</td>
<td>FQ</td>
<td>EX</td>
<td>JQ</td>
<td>FO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH</td>
<td>FU</td>
<td>HK</td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>FZ</td>
<td>GP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IW</td>
<td>HN</td>
<td>IO</td>
<td>HV</td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JZ</td>
<td>JM</td>
<td>JQ</td>
<td>IW</td>
<td>HM</td>
<td>JX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KN</td>
<td>KL</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>JZ</td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>JS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FU</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>RZ</td>
<td>KY</td>
<td>JX</td>
<td>EW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>SY</td>
<td>LX</td>
<td>KL</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>UL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>MY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VY</td>
<td>UX</td>
<td>QT</td>
<td>KW</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>HJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KN</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>EZ</td>
<td>JX</td>
<td>JM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and then make from the boxes on the right. From the right hand pair of boxes we see that M must become either 0 or R in the substitution, and we can try both hypotheses out in arranging boxes the first two alphabets corresponding. If the first box is left as it is, the corresponding rearrangements of the second are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WMA</th>
<th>WMB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AG</td>
<td>AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>CD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VX</td>
<td>HE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VY</td>
<td>FU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>DI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX</td>
<td>EZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>TR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF</td>
<td>QC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>RO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY</td>
<td>FU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EZ</td>
<td>JM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first of these rearrangements is impossible. It implies for instance that in the substitution C becomes H and M becomes P, but in the third box C and M occur on opposite sides of a compartment while in the fourth they are on the same side.

Actually we have in the alphabets rather an embarras de richesse. It would really be easier to work with say the first five alphabets and the two constatations, AC and BH say of the remaining one. Since B and H occur three apart in the same column of the pair of letters of WMA from which BH arises by the substitution must occur three apart in one of the columns of the large compartment of FKA. The only possibility is that BH arises from EZ, and we can check the result with the A6.
We make use of a third phenomenon when we have found some parts of the rods. Suppose we find the substitution which transforms the first column of the purple rods into the third.

1 3 4 6
2 1 4 6
3 4 5 7
4 5 6 8
5 6 7 9
6 7 8 10
7 8 9 1
8 9 10 2
9 10 1 3
10 1 2 4

It is
(ZDKNFH)(GEOCTUBSMRWYVLQ)(JX)(AP)

and the substitution which transforms the third column into the fourth is
(JYBNSLZWPTRXIVMQ)(CADEOG)(HU)(FK)

These two substitutions are of the same shape, and if we write them like this
(YVLGEOCTUBSMWR)(NFHZDK)(PF)(JX)
(JYBNSLZWPTRXIVMQ)(CADEOG)(HU)(FK)

each letter in the lower line is below the letter which is three places further on along the (QWERTZU) diagonal. We can see that this must happen because if we replace the letters of the first and third columns of the rod square by these which are three places further along the diagonal and then move the result three places to the right and upwards we get the fourth and sixth columns.
A rather similar phenomenon is useful when we want to know the diagonal of the machine. In such a case we can make a correction to cut constations transforming them into connections between the contacts on the right of the R.H.W. instead of between contacts of the Eintrittswalz. The constations when so transformed are described as 'added up' or 'buttoned up'. The process can be carried out with two strips of cardboard with the diagonal written on them, and in one case repeated. As an example to make quite clear what this adding up process is take the fixed comic strips Fig 11. The alphabet for this position of the machine is (CB)(FR)(TV)(XO)(JK)(WO)(AG)(FY)(BZ)(HM)(IL)(EM)(US).
The added up alphabet can be obtained either by tracing through the wheels from the purple column on the right back to this column again, or by applying the substitution

```
Q W E R T Z U I O A S D F G H J K P Y X C V B N M L
Y X C V B N M L Q W E R T Z U I O A S D F G H J K P
```
to the ordinary alphabet. It is

```
FR TV DG IO XY WZ AS HN UK LP CJ ME
```

Instead of tracing the current through from the right hand purple column in Fig 11 we can of course trace it through from the left hand purple column back to this column again.

```
fixfixfixfixfixfixfixfixfixfixfixfixfixfixfixfixfixfixfixfixfixfix
```
This gives us a very simple picture of how the added up alphabets between turnovers are related; one is obtained from another simply by a slide on this left hand purple column, i.e., a slide on the last upright of the rod square. For instance if on the fixed comic strips Fig 11 we move the R.H.W. to rod position 15 we have the added up alphabet

```
EA RD VM IO FN UB LF GW YX CT QJ KZ HS
```
which can be obtained from the added up alphabet at rod position 16 by the substitution

```
T W V K S B C E Y U F H X Z M N J G O PA Q I R L D
R L D T W V K S B C E Y U F H X Z M N J G O PA Q T
```
The saga

Suppose that one was left alone with an enigma for half an hour, the lid being locked down and the Umkehrwalz not movable, what date would it be best to take down, and how would one use the date afterwards in order to find out the connections of the machine? Can one in this way find out all about the connections? This problem is unfortunately one which one cannot often apply, but it helps to illustrate other more practical methods.

It is best to occupy most of one's half hour in taking down complete alphabets. At least nine of these are necessary, as follows from this argument.  

If the solution is completely determined by the data the number of possible different data must be at least equal to the number of possible different IX solutions. Now the number of possible different diagonals is approximately 261, the number of ways in which one can wire up a wheel is also 261, and the number of ways in which one can wire an Umkehrwalz is approximately \((261)^{3}\), so that the number of possible solutions is about \((261)^{9/2}\). The number of possible variations of an alphabet is about \((261)^{3}\), so that the number of possible variations of nine alphabets is about \((261)^{9/2}\) which is the number of solutions.

The practical minimum amount of data is surprisingly close to this theoretically minimum. It is possible to find the connections with 9 properly chosen alphabets and 10 other constations properly chosen. However in order to shorten the work I shall take an example where we are given 11 alphabets and 6 constations.
There will be a substitution which transforms AAA into AAB, for finding such a substitution ABA into ABB and ACA into ACB. Following the method explained in the last paragraph we form the boxes ABA, ABB and also ABC which will be needed later.

AAA AAB AAC
ABA ABB ABC
ACA ACB CAA CAC

We want to rearrange the box ABA in the way that was done at the bottom of p. The substitution which transforms ABA into ABB must also transform two constations of ACA into SO and ZJ. The only constations from ACA which could have arisen are LH, SO, VX. If OS arises from either LH we should have to have a substitution which involves ZJ arising from OE in ACA, and this does not exist.
A similar objection applies to $\text{WB}$. However, if we rearrange it so that $\text{OS}$ arises from $\text{VY}$ we find $\text{ZJ}$ arising from $\text{IZ}$. We can similarly arrange $\text{ABC}$ to fit with them and agree with $\text{CAA}$ and $\text{CAC}$, and fit $\text{CAA}$ to fit onto $\text{CAD}$ agreeing with $\text{BAA}$ and $\text{BAD}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rearranged</th>
<th>Rearranged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{AAA AAB AAC}$</td>
<td>$\text{AAA AAD}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{A BA ABB ABC}$</td>
<td>$\text{CAA CAD}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{AL VF GX}$</td>
<td>$\text{AL UZ}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{SB LU DM}$</td>
<td>$\text{IK AM}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{AL VJ TC}$</td>
<td>$\text{TY YV}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{MF BC RS}$</td>
<td>$\text{HD QF}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{CE KE NN}$</td>
<td>$\text{RG TI}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{DM TI CJ}$</td>
<td>$\text{VP E0}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{WQ NH EV}$</td>
<td>$\text{CE CH}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{GR KE BY}$</td>
<td>$\text{UX XK}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{NJ AD PQ}$</td>
<td>$\text{MF PG}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{PV QO LW}$</td>
<td>$\text{QW LT}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{UX MW AI}$</td>
<td>$\text{ZO SB}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{IK ZG HU}$</td>
<td>$\text{BS NW}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can now write down the parts of the rods which are in the columns corresponding to the window positions $\text{A}, \text{B}, \text{C}, \text{D}$ though we do not know the correct order. They are

| $\text{AVG}$ | $\text{YSK}$ | $\text{VNE}$ | $\text{UMA}$ |
| $\text{LFX}$ | $\text{MBE}$ | $\text{QHZ}$ | $\text{XWY}$ |
| $\text{SLS}$ | $\text{FGA}$ | $\text{CBE}$ | $\text{IZK}$ |
| $\text{BMB}$ | $\text{CFN}$ | $\text{REY}$ | $\text{KGU}$ |
| $\text{OYN}$ | $\text{KFP}$ | $\text{NAE}$ | $\text{JDO}$ |
| $\text{ZJW}$ | $\text{DTC}$ | $\text{PML}$ | $\text{VOW}$ |
| $\text{TJK}$ | $\text{HJH}$ | $\text{VOH}$ | $\text{JF}$ |

The substitution which transforms the letters in the first column of these rods into those on the same rods in the second column is

$$(\text{AVOYSLFCREKXWN})(\text{BUM})(\text{ZJDTPQHI})(\text{CX})$$

That which transforms the second into the third is

$$(\text{VGUMAPZH})(\text{FX})(\text{LDQ})(\text{YTOWLJCSKBN})$$

and that which transforms the third into the fourth

$$(\text{CTNFQGWRMBEJH})(\text{XLDSAVZK})(\text{EUP})(\text{YI})$$

These three substitutions have now to be arranged one under the other in such a way that the substitution which transforms the third into the second is the same as that which transforms the second into the first, this substitution being a slide of one on the diagonal. Clearly $\text{FX}$ in the second has to fit under either.
It can only be done if we have a great deal of information about actual window positions and ringstelling, e.g., if there is a Berliozism or if the letters of the Ringstelling are restricted to be all different and not two consecutive in the alphabet except Z and A.

The diagonal is involved either in the rows or the columns. The difficulty about naming the columns simply means that we do not know the ringstelling or the absolute positions involved. If we have the diagonal correctly named but the rows incorrectly we shall have the visual connections of the visual strip except for a notation of the right except that the plate contacts are rotated with respect to the spring contacts.

If the plate contacts are rotated with respect to the spring contacts, it is extremely difficult to remove the plate contacts relative to the spring contacts. This error is known as 'wheel twist'. It is equivalent to removing the left hand column of the normal strip for the drawer, but do not know which column to start naming. Again it is equivalent to removing the left hand column of the normal strip for the drawer, but do not know where to start naming. We need to have some data in which true window positions and plate contacts relative to the spring contacts are involved. We can use the diagonal to put the rods in order and to give them a name. There is likely to be an error in our naming, because we shall not know where to start naming.

Of course we do not know where the diagonal 'starts', but with a bit of diagonal like this it does not matter.
Our set of rods is

EZH
HLJH
XETY
XEFQ
GKBJ
VOWR
RETF
LMFL
KUUP
JQO
MMBM
QYTN
FCSA
NAFE
PQID
UMB
DTOC
CRNF
YSKX
AVGT
ZJGW
WNHU
SLDS
UMAV
TPZK
QNZ

and we can now transform all our data about other alphabets
into the form of data about rod couplings. The ones we need first are

AA AB AC AD
ah ax yw fy
be bl eh es
cu ow bd
dt dg px
fi ey gt
gw fj ki
jn ko zo
kq ms vl
lz nu ns
mo pt um
px gv jq
rv rh fc
sy iz ar

From these we can get the upright of the middle wheel. The
first step is of course to add up the alphabets. Here they are
added up with Z as standard

AA*AB*AC*AD*

pi qj vu hx
ol rd dg mb
nd sl jf
me to ow
kx uk es
ej we jh
ws zy xf
vb op im
uh am pq
tr bn tn
qs wh lr
yz fx za
sf gi bk
We now box AA* with AB* and AB* with AC*, and then rearrange AB* A C* so that as to find the substitution which transforms AA* AB* A B* into AC* and AC* into AD*. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AA*</th>
<th>AB*</th>
<th>AC* rearranged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pi</td>
<td>qj</td>
<td>ja jq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eq</td>
<td>hw</td>
<td>er pe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>je</td>
<td>ot</td>
<td>ij iy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xw</td>
<td>nb</td>
<td>wx nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nd</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>nk ng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rt</td>
<td>ve</td>
<td>rt ves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ol</td>
<td>sl</td>
<td>ol ls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw</td>
<td>rd</td>
<td>sw sv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ku</td>
<td>gi</td>
<td>ku gi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?a</td>
<td>Zy</td>
<td>a Zy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dc</td>
<td>op</td>
<td>Dc op</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?z</td>
<td>Xf</td>
<td>z xf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This substitution sends each letter of the upright of the middle wheel into the next on the upright; hence the upright is leiszfrdgpjxyniqchukbmvao.

As we added up to position Z as standard this upright is the upright for position Z. We can make out part of the rod square there being from it difficulties about where to begin as before.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZABCD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INJHB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWKOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVRUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FYDQW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMBEZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOLHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUINH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DXIXQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAXEV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGZID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JREMK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YITWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XCSZU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHADF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFMEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QTVWO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLYAE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UFPLI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KQUXR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDGTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MJFCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHNPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSCJM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABWIX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEGGY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We can now transform our remaining data into information about couplings of the middle wheel rods. By sliding the diagonal up the side of the rod square we can get the couplings immediately into added up form

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
A^* & B^* & C^* & D^* \\
A^* & B^* & C^* & A^* \\
\end{array}
\]

replaced by

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
ra & sa & ny & rd \\
r & a & s & w \\
\end{array}
\]

The left hand wheel upright is

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
rw & md & sq & ex \\
z & h & i & \text{sept} \\
\end{array}
\]

zh & xj & w & lu

d and under it has been written the diagonal. This serves to transform A or A* into the Umkehrwals connections. They are

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
v, f & s & e & c \\
z, w & o & i & \text{mu} \\
\end{array}
\]

r, j, q, x, p, k, n, d, h, t, b, g, a, l
'Adding up' method

Most practical methods of finding the connections of the machine depend on getting a long crib, either by 'reading on depth' (see Colonel Tiltman's paper) or by pinching. In many cases we expect the diagonal to have some special value, e.g. qwertz because the original commercial machine had such a diagonal. In this case the amount of crib necessary is not very much. To estimate the amount of material that we have it is best to work out

\[(\text{Length} - 2 1 5) \times \text{square of average corrected depth}\]

Calling this the 'material measure'. By corrected depth we mean the actual number of constatations, so that this can never exceed 13. As regards the amount of material necessary, it will almost always be impossible to get the wheel out with legs than a measure of 90, from 90 to 140 it will be a matter of chance whether it comes out or not. From 140 onwards it will always come out, but with increasing ease as the material measure mounts up. With a material measure of 300 it is so easy that the trouble of adding up further material would be more than would be gained in shortening the further work. The method is essentially the same as we used for finding the middle wheel in the case of the sage. Here however we have to do with partial alphabets or even single constatations instead of complete alphabets. We cannot therefore do any boxing. After we have added the material up we take some hypothesis about the upright, e.g. that F immediately follows K and work out its consequences. If for instance we find the (added up, I shall omit to mention this in future) constatations and immediately following one another we can infer that T immediately follows R on the upright. This we may express in the form

\[K \rightarrow F \rightarrow R\]

the dash denoting logical equivalence. We follow out the consequences until we reach a confirmation or a contradiction. When there is
plenty of material we do not usually start to work a hypothesis unless there is going to be an immediate confirmation, e.g. if TC implies RJ from two different parts of the crib. This will mean to say that the constatations R and C occur twice consecutively twice over. Alternatively we can say that R occurs twice over at a certain distance, and that C also occurs twice over at the same distance. In order therefore to find these profitable hypotheses we have only to look for repetitions of constatations (half-bombe as they are rather absurdly called). For this reason and also because later we will want to be able to spot occurrences of a given letter at a glance, we put our material as we add it up into the form in Fig 19.

Now to take a particular problem. We are given material six deep and 100 long, and we expect that the diagonal is qwertzu. Our material is:

MYC...
NGJ...

RCV...
YID...

DAS...
TTW...

YON...
RMI...

OFL...
VQC...

MUX...
NJQ...

( must apologise for it not making sense). Wxxxxxxixxxxxx

JEMY.
MYYx

TENxy

We decide to try out the hypothesis that there is no T.O. in the first seven columns, and therefore we add up the columns 1-7, 27-33, 53-59, getting

LCN...
NZY...

TBF...
XAH...

ZFG...
	ZUM...
...
However we put the material directly into the form of Fig 19. We see numerous half-bombes and do not need to make any analysis of their lengths in order to find a profitable start. The half bombes S and H suggest the two possible starts Q F = SH and Q H = SF (the two strokes meaning a double implication, not equality). The consequences of the second of these are shown in Fig 20. A contradiction is quickly reached. The consequences of QF in Fig 21. The loop QF-ZO-MB-UJ-QF gives a second confirmation, and our hypothesis is now a virtual certainty. We now abandon the tree figure for an alphabet with consecutives written against them (FIG 22). All goes smoothly except that there is clearly an error in our data as we have a few contradictions. We sort out the good from the bad by using pairs of letters two apart on the upright. Thus JO^2 - AF^2 confirming JZ, ZO, AQ, QF. When we have checked them all we can write out the upright of the R.H.W.

AQZPEVKYNCUZODXMBSTIRGWL

We then have to find the upright of the M.W. To do this we use the same process as we did with the saga. We have to find the added up couplings of the middle wheel. This can actually be done without either adding up separately or writing out the rod square, simply by having movable strips with the upright and qwertzu written out on each, and sliding these above the added up cribstill the constatations agree with pairs of letters on the strips directly above. We then read off the coupling from the row of qwertzu letters, taking the pair of letters in column 1 for columns 1-7 of the crib column 2 for 27-33 etc. Under one Fig 17 is shewn the strips as in xx of the added up couplings for 53-59, viz. in the added up couplings that we get are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>l-7</th>
<th>27-33</th>
<th>53-59</th>
<th>79-85</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qp</td>
<td>hx</td>
<td>da</td>
<td>zm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wb</td>
<td>gs</td>
<td>wj</td>
<td>xv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ef</td>
<td>wu</td>
<td>eg</td>
<td>tr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ry</td>
<td>ek</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>fr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tn</td>
<td>rn</td>
<td>rv</td>
<td>ql</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zu</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>zz</td>
<td>up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ix</td>
<td>zy</td>
<td>um</td>
<td>gv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>ia</td>
<td>io</td>
<td>dy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ag</td>
<td>ov</td>
<td>sk</td>
<td>ds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dm</td>
<td>dj</td>
<td>db</td>
<td>oc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hV</td>
<td>fm</td>
<td>fy</td>
<td>gz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jC</td>
<td>gb</td>
<td>pn</td>
<td>em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kl</td>
<td>pl</td>
<td>cl</td>
<td>ka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(some red pencil marks)

(From original draft, 1949)
Boxing these together we get

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1-7</th>
<th>27-33</th>
<th>53-59</th>
<th>79-85</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qp</td>
<td>hx</td>
<td>qa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lk</td>
<td>zy</td>
<td>ks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ef</td>
<td>fm</td>
<td>db</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>md</td>
<td>uw</td>
<td>wj</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>je</td>
<td>jd</td>
<td>np</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tn</td>
<td>bg</td>
<td>um</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ry</td>
<td>ek</td>
<td>eg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>za</td>
<td>sq</td>
<td>zz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wb</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>vr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ga</td>
<td>cv</td>
<td>th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ix</td>
<td>rn</td>
<td>ry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hv</td>
<td>pl</td>
<td>ol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>os</td>
<td>at</td>
<td>al</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When we fit these boxes together we fail miserably, and so we have to assume that there is a double T.O. somewhere in spite of the boxes all turning out the same shape. We find that this is between the first and second alphabets, and that the remainder can be fitted together with the upright wbnhoovrtixlyazqgpfkmseudj
I will give a second example of the 'adding up' method for a case where it is only just possible to get the problem out. The material is given in Fig 23 all ready added up. There are no 'equidistances' (half-bombes with equal distances) and so we have to make an analysis shewing all the consequences of any hypothesis that one letter follows another on the upright (Fig 32). For instance from the analysis we see that AV.JH.NF.ZA, are all consequences of IM. The pencil letters round the outside were put in to help with the making of the analysis and were used in connection with columns 32,33 of the material. Of course some of the consequences will be false owing to turnover, but as we are dealing only with distances of 1 we can hope to neglect this without harm. We now pick out squares with a large number of entries in them and follow out the further consequences of them, making trees as before, and hoping to find confirmations. When we get contradictions we leave the tree for the present but have to remember the T.O. possibility. When we get stuck we can sometimes continue using consequences which are of the form that two letters are at distance 2 on the upright. For this purpose an analysis of positions at which letters occur is useful (Fig 24). In particular we need this at Fig 30. Now VW and WY imply YV and PR and RS imply PS and these imply one another from columns 19,21. We also get GL which starts off another train of consequences involving another confirmation (Fig 31). Eventually we get stuck with the bits of xxxx upright

VWY
NQPR
UHJK
FGIL.O
B.E

We might try putting in KA as a hypothesis, Txxxxx afterwards try KB etc. (KA appears at first to give confirmations, but these are bogus. The only reliable rule about confirmations is to see if one can leave a const. tation out and then see if it can be inferred from the hypothesis). We might also try
putting in as many new constatations as possible which are consequences of those we have and out available information about the upright, and then start off afresh with some new distance on the upright, say 5. But there is a quicker road to success. Note the constation J in 1 and G in 17. Since we have J following H and I following G on the upright it seems highly probable that we have HG\textsuperscript{16} and JI\textsuperscript{16}. If this is so we have this as part of the upright

\texttt{FGILK0...UHJK}

Hence CH\textsuperscript{6} which implies PK\textsuperscript{6} giving us this as upright

\texttt{FGIILNOKPRSUHJK}

From this we get many confirmations and are able to fill in the whole of the upright (except X which goes in the one remaining place). Note that the T.O. which actually occurs between 24 and 25 has not troubled us at all.
Clacks at twenty-six-distance

This is a method for finding the connections when we do not know the diagonal. It is very similar to the xxxxxx beginning of the saga, in principle. It depends on making hypotheses xxxxxx about pairs of letters being on the same rod, and drawing conclusions xxxxxx to the effect that other pairs of letters are on the same rod. Suppose for example that in our crib were the following constations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>31</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>57</th>
<th>58</th>
<th>63</th>
<th>64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We might make the hypothesis that on the rod which has A in column 5 there is G in column 6. We could then infer that there was another rod with E in columns 5, 6, and likewise rods TR, PU and this confirms our hypothesis that there was a rod AG. Proceeding in this way we can with sufficient material find sufficiently much of some of the rods to be able to find the diagonal by the saga method. The amount of material needed is very great. We adopt a measure similar to the one for 'adding up' viz

\[(\text{length-39}) \times \text{square of average corrected depth}\]

I believe it is practically impossible to solve any problem with this measure less than 2000. It xxxxxx should be possible for 3000 but might sometimes involve a great deal of labour. With the example given here the measure is 4400.

When the material is sufficient we avoid taking hypotheses at random, and choose ones which we can see immediately without very much analysis, to lead to confirmation. This would be the case for example with these constations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>31</th>
<th>32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Either the hypothesis that E follows R or that D follows it on a rod would be immediately confirmed. In the absence of other information the probability that one or other of these
hypotheses is correct is about 79%. Our first job therefore is
to look for such configurations of letters. All that we have to
do is to analyse the maximum constatations which have given
the same right hand wheel position, and ring round any repetitions.
We then write out the ringed constatations on a separate sheet
(Fig 14). With the first occurrence of each constatation we
give a number shewing how far on the other occurrence is.
This maximum plan also shews us where the T.O. is likely to be.
It should be mentioned that in the case of this material there
known to be 13 apart
were two turnovers. The principle of spotting the turnover is this.
Consider for example the constatations HE at b,II and b,X and
JE at i,II and i,X. The first pair of these constatations
shows that there must have been a maximum pair in common between
the coupling at b,II and b,X. Likewise there must be one in
common between those at j,II and i,X. It is therefore fairly
likely that there is no turnover between b,II and IX i,II, as if
there had been it would have been quite likely that after the
T.O. there would no longer have been a pair in common in the
couplings. The evidence from a single such instance is rather
slight, but with as much material as we have in our present problem
we can fix it accurately with no doubt at all, as occurring
between z and a and between m and n.

It is worth while writing down all the favourable hypotheses
under the pairs of columns of the rod square involved (Fig 3b).
We have done this only for the part a to m, and find that in five
cases there are two favourable hypotheses viz. col. b with e
col. b with h, col. d with j, col. e with i, and col g with j. We
hope that in some of these cases the favourable hypotheses will
imply one another, making them both virtually certain. Actually
in the case of d the contradiction is extreme. The consequences
of these hypotheses are shown in Figs 3b-4b. The notation is this.
An expression like OF under the head 'd onto j' means that the rod
with q in col. d has & F in col. j, and the strokes joining these
mean that one can be deduced from the other. In the case of g onto j
the two hypotheses are essentially the same and we have an immediate
confirmation. With b into h we find that both of the first alternatives of the one hypothesis contradict both alternatives of the other. With d into j we manage to connect the two hypotheses together and with e into i we fail to connect but then one of the hypotheses confirms itself. The information we have obtained about the rods from this is expressed in the Fig. 1. In order to avoid bogus confirmations in what follows it is as well whenever we make a deduction to cross out in one of the constations used in the deduction. Up to this point the crossing out has been done with red strokes slanting up to the right. (Green vertical strokes were used to eliminate repetitions of a constation, red vertical strokes to remove contradicted constations.) From now on for a time we will use similarly slanting green strokes.

Up to now we have simply been trying to 'get a start', and so long as we could get some fairly considerable bits of the rods square fixed we did not very much care what parts they were. But now we have got a fairly adequate start, and we should consider a plan of campaign. In general what we want is to have some of the letters of the rods in columns \[ p + q + r, p + q + r, p + q + r, p + q + r, p + q + r, p + q + r, p + q + r, p + q + r, \]
of which any number may coincide, provided \( q, r \) are non-zero of them. If we then find the permutation which transforms col. \( p \) into col. \( p + q \), expressed in cycles as on \( p = 0 \) or \( p = 26 \), and similarly for col. \( p + r \) and col. \( p + q + r \), a slide of \( r \) on the diagonal will transform these into one another. We get further information about a slide of \( r \) on the diagonal by finding the substitutions that transform col. \( r \) into col. \( 0 = u \), and col. \( r + u \) into col. \( r + u + r \). Between the two sets of information we should have enough to reconstruct the diagonal (unless \( r = 13 \) and as long as the bits of rod are not too incomplete)
In the present case we can take the columns c, d, f, g, j, k; giving them the numbers 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11 instead of the letters this corresponds to \( p^0 \), \( q^0 \), \( r^6 \), \( s^4 \), \( t^1 \). In order to get these columns we look on Fig. 35 for suitable hypotheses to work in order to add in the extra columns. These hypotheses enable us to write in extra letters in the Fig. 40, and we continue to write in letters in this figure until we reach a confirmation until we xxxxxk or a contradiction. Until we reach a confirmation it is as well to differentiate the letters that are certain from the rest. The hypotheses that we actually used were: xxxxxk c into g, \( Iq=SE: g \) into k \( kE=ND \). After a considerable amount of work our xxxxxk rods look like Fig. 40. The lines crossed out are ones that have been amalgamated with others. We now think we can start to look for the diagonal, and therefore make up the permutations transforming c into f, d into g, f into j and g into k. The notation is that of \( p^0 \), except that we are mostly unable to complete the brackets, and leave dots.

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{c into f} & \quad \text{DCYQPVJZTXHIN} \quad \text{SGOHR} \quad \text{KE} \quad \text{LUB} \quad \text{M} \quad \text{W} \\
\text{d into g} & \quad \text{KWCM} \quad \text{ANSY} \quad \text{GLIJ} \quad \text{TUQ} \quad \text{DEEKR} \quad \text{FPEV} \quad \text{H} \\
\text{f into j} & \quad \text{QOTK} \quad \text{UHJNGR} \quad \text{BSZW} \quad \text{PFA} \quad \text{CXID} \quad \text{YD} \quad \text{E} \quad \text{L} \quad \text{V} \\
\text{g into k} & \quad \text{IND} \quad \text{(EX)} \quad \text{KF} \quad \text{TYHZ} \quad \text{MCBLJWURG} \quad \text{PA} \quad \text{c} \quad \text{S} \quad \text{0} \quad \text{V} \\
\end{align*} \]

We have now to write the \( c \) into \( f \) permutation over the \( \text{d} \) into \( \text{d} \) permutation, and the \( f \) into \( j \) over the \( g \) into \( k \) in such a way that \( \text{xxm} \), a given letter in \( \text{mix} \) (c into \( \text{f} \)), \( \text{f} \) into \( j \) stands over the same letter in \( \text{d} \) into \( g \) and \( g \) into \( k \). To get a start on this observe the configuration of the ringed letters. This suggests that we arrange the permutations in this way:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{DCYQPVJZTXHIN} \\
\text{DEEKR} \\
\text{(EX)} \\
\text{(YD)} \\
\end{align*} \]
This is further confirmed many times, and we get the permutations arranged like this

(DCQFVZTXHKI) MSGOPR
(EBXORANSYGLJ) KWCMTUQ
(YD) QOTK UHJNGRXUPFA
(XE) OTHZ INDMQQLJWURG
giving us the partial diagonal slide of 1

...BCSZ...EDNJIHK...LXYTOQRF...WMGAV...UP...

Z must be followed either by E, L, W, or U. If it is followed by U we get

LUB
FPZV

and the diagonal slide as

(BCSZUPLXYTOQRFEDNJIHKWMGAV)

If Z is followed by L we have the bits

MSGOPR KE LUB W
KWCMTUQ, H FPZV
to fit together, which we find imnnrkmfririkxqrirkxprxfrnxnrk

impossible, can only be done like this

(KEMSGOPR) (BWUL) (KEWLUBMSGOPR)
(HKWCMTUQ) (FPZV) or like this (HFZVKEWCMTUQ)
giving the diagonal slides

(EDNJHK)(...)

(UP)...

both of which are impossible. If Z is followed by W we have the bits

MSGOPR KE W LUB
KWCMTUQ, H FPZV

which fit together only as

(KEMSGOPR) (LUBW)
(HKWCMTUQ) (VFPZ)

and as before the K configuration makes this impossible. We cannot have Z followed by E because of the impossibility of fitting KE onto H.

The diagonal is therefore

BCSZUPLXYTOQRFEDNJIHKWMGAV
After the previous examples that have been given it is hardly necessary to explain how to get the uprights of the various wheels after this point. The upright of the right hand wheel would be obtained by rearranging our bits of rod, and the middle wheel by the method described on p. 28. With luck we might find other messages on the same day with different L.H.W. positions and so find the L.H.W. upright. In the case that the Umkehrwalz is movable this may be rather tricky (as graphed), but in such a case there are probably no Stecker, and we should be able to solve other days by single wheel processes, with the known wheels in the R.H.W. position, and hope for the unknown wheels to occur in the M.W. position.

In the example given above the diagonal is actually ABED,... with Stecker. We might have ROMAN had a hatted fundamental diagonal with Stecker, and of course in such a case we could not have said what the fundamental diagonal was. We should then have had to MIX many proceed to try to solve other days keys by spider methods, without diagonal board, and assuming temporarily some arbitrary diagonal fundamental diagonal, and non reciprocal steckering. With two or three such keys we should be able to find the actual fundamental diagonal by comparison of these steckered diagonal.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column 1</th>
<th>Column 2</th>
<th>Column 3</th>
<th>Column 4</th>
<th>Column 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data 1</td>
<td>Data 2</td>
<td>Data 3</td>
<td>Data 4</td>
<td>Data 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 6</td>
<td>Data 7</td>
<td>Data 8</td>
<td>Data 9</td>
<td>Data 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 11</td>
<td>Data 12</td>
<td>Data 13</td>
<td>Data 14</td>
<td>Data 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 16</td>
<td>Data 17</td>
<td>Data 18</td>
<td>Data 19</td>
<td>Data 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 21</td>
<td>Data 22</td>
<td>Data 23</td>
<td>Data 24</td>
<td>Data 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 26</td>
<td>Data 27</td>
<td>Data 28</td>
<td>Data 29</td>
<td>Data 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 31</td>
<td>Data 32</td>
<td>Data 33</td>
<td>Data 34</td>
<td>Data 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 36</td>
<td>Data 37</td>
<td>Data 38</td>
<td>Data 39</td>
<td>Data 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 41</td>
<td>Data 42</td>
<td>Data 43</td>
<td>Data 44</td>
<td>Data 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 46</td>
<td>Data 47</td>
<td>Data 48</td>
<td>Data 49</td>
<td>Data 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 51</td>
<td>Data 52</td>
<td>Data 53</td>
<td>Data 54</td>
<td>Data 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 56</td>
<td>Data 57</td>
<td>Data 58</td>
<td>Data 59</td>
<td>Data 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 61</td>
<td>Data 62</td>
<td>Data 63</td>
<td>Data 64</td>
<td>Data 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 66</td>
<td>Data 67</td>
<td>Data 68</td>
<td>Data 69</td>
<td>Data 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 71</td>
<td>Data 72</td>
<td>Data 73</td>
<td>Data 74</td>
<td>Data 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 76</td>
<td>Data 77</td>
<td>Data 78</td>
<td>Data 79</td>
<td>Data 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 81</td>
<td>Data 82</td>
<td>Data 83</td>
<td>Data 84</td>
<td>Data 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 86</td>
<td>Data 87</td>
<td>Data 88</td>
<td>Data 89</td>
<td>Data 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 91</td>
<td>Data 92</td>
<td>Data 93</td>
<td>Data 94</td>
<td>Data 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 96</td>
<td>Data 97</td>
<td>Data 98</td>
<td>Data 99</td>
<td>Data 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
d into i

NF = OZ - X U
NZ = O G
K I = V Z
K I - K Z = V I^2
LA = S N - R H
LN = S A - A T

F ig 3 6

d into j

PO - 5 X
C I - Y U - E M - U G - D R
XS - MW

K I = V Z - S N = L A
R H

F ig 3 7

e into i

L F = L S - P M
L S = L E - E V - G L

TN - NT = OW
SY - VC
HG

F ig 3 8
\[ \Delta_0 = \sqrt{\Delta T - k_0 - n_s - 1A} \]

\[ \Delta T = \sqrt{\Delta n} \]  

\[ \Delta G - 2H - R_F - \sqrt{\Delta s} = 0 \]

\[ \Delta s = \Delta G - 2\Delta x - 1 - R \\]

\[ \gamma \]

\[ q \text{ in } \theta \]

\[ q \geq \frac{\Delta R}{\sqrt{DE - C}} \]

\[ \sqrt{1} \]

\[ \gamma_n = 1A \]

\[ N_0 \geq W_1 \]

\[ KZ \]

\[ GA \]

\[ 40 \]
Finding new wheels, Stecker knock-out

So far we have been dealing with the problem of getting out the connections of an entirely new machine, or one for which we know no more than the diagonal. There is another problem, that of finding the connections of some newly introduced wheels, the old wheels, or at any rate some of them, remaining as well; this includes the case of a change of Umkehrwalz.

The most hopeful case for getting out the new wheels is when one of the known wheels occurs in the R.H.W. position. If the machine has no Stecker there is no difficulty. We solve some messages by single wheel processes. This will be slightly more difficult than when we know the connections of the middle wheel, as we shall have to guess what is said in the different turnovers. However when the R.H.W. rod start has been found from a guess in one turnover it does not take any time to test a most probable throughout the message (the rods on which the various letters of the message occur can be written down once for all, and the most probable punched out and run over the inverse oblong). For simplicity let us suppose that we have read the message right through. We then have the couplings in several consecutive positions of the middle wheel, and can apply the method of p 28, 29 to find its upright.

In this case that the machine has Stecker we need rather more data, and very much more patience. The sort of data that one needs is a crib of length about 70, or else one of length 26 and depth 2. The trouble about cribs without any depth is that one uses up the great many of the constatations after between each turnover in determining the coupling.

An example is shown of a crib of length 13 and depth 2. This is to be regarded as one of length 26. The greater length which has been cut down to allow for turnover. The text of the crib is shown at the top of Fig 42. We are taking the worst case of 13 Stecker. There are several half-bombs in the crib, and we decide to work with TW. We have to make 17576 different hypotheses, (app) corresponding to the 26 possible different places on the R.H.W.
AN TRANSPORT PSEF
FGNYFZSWIOWDUDLMHD
LISTYWKEWAVONUKWAZFIN
TADJSBUPULCHADTFDKM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MSFUOGLBFHEYIJKRMNWBETFHEL
ZACZGHNAPSBGWACZTDDEFMFHIRW
LAGKMSJDNOPWPRSGJKMSQRXKZT
ACDMRUVXUBCIVKEWBRVXUOYZAH
RHLNKEOFOPXQSTCHKLNKRSYLAUM
QNHRSTAVWFKNOQNUVBDXPUKO
GZBCOLATUWTABSHUJDVAQUWNTNXYZ
OISTUBUWXGLOPROMWCPFEYQVLPFR

The text appears to be a table or grid with letters and numbers, possibly indicating a code or a method for data organization. The accompanying note suggests a reference or citation.
and the possible different 'Stecker values' of T and W. Any assumption as to the Stecker values of T and W implies two rod pairings, and when we have set these rods up we can look round and see if there are any other Stecker which are consequences of the rod pairings and the Stecker we have already. Any new Stecker we find may allow us to set up more pairs of rods. So we go on until either no new consequences can be drawn (this may be rather frequently the case), or there is a contradiction. If there is confirmation and afterwards we can draw no further consequences it may be worth while bringing in extra hypotheses.

In the actual working it seems best to set the crib out as in Fig 42, so that the occurrences of any letter can be spotted at once. We write the Stecker values of the letters in pencil on the right possibly on a separate sheet which slips underneath. In order to avoid bogus contradictions we cover up the constatation's with shirt buttons as they are used. Fig 42 shows the working for the correct hypothesis W/E, T/B. The 'covered' letters are shown ringed. In order to show how the working was done the steps have been numbered, the number being put against the constatation used and also against the Stecker values or rod pairing which resulted. The work as shown is not quite complete. It is possible to go further and get the Stecker values of all letters except D, X. There are six or more confirmations.

There are a number of other possibilities besides working from a half-bombe. It depends largely on the number of Stecker expected which will be the most profitable. When the number of Stecker is low (say 6) it is probably best to try half-bombes as unsteckered and to look for clicks which have all four letters unsteckered.

It seems unlikely that this method will ever be applied, partly because of the difficulty of obtaining the right kind of data.

However much the same method could be applied with data of the kind that arises with the air enigma. Therefore one may find the Ringstellung by Herivelismus, and also have a certain number of constations at known window positions arising from Cilli's
The wheel order may also be known from CILLIs more or less accurately. If we now make up rods giving, not the effect of going through the R.H.W. but through all three wheels, and with the columns not corresponding to the all possible positions, but to the positions where there are known constatations, and use them instead of the ordinary rods: there is no difficulty about T.O.
Identification of wheels

When one has found the connections of a wheel one naturally wants to verify that it is not one of the wheels used in some other known machine. A convenient way of doing this is to find the substitution which transforms one column of the rod square into the next (see p 19a). Thus the class of the wheel found on p 26 was 13,8,3,2. This rod 'class' is independent of what point of the square we take to be the top left hand corner, and so is an absolute characteristic of the wheel. It even remains the same if the wheel is used in a machine with a different diagonal. In the case of an Umkehrwalsz we can form the class of the substitution consisting of going through the U.K.W. and then sliding one position backwards on the diagonal. A list of characteristics for the known machines is given below.

**E-nigma** machine

I. 19,7
II. 14,12
III. 10,8,5,3
U.K.W. 15,9,1,1

**Service machine**

I. 13,6,4,3
II. 16,10
III. 7,7,6,6
IV. 11,11,2,2
V. 9,9,6,2
VI. 24,2 two apart 9,8,6,3
VII. 12,5,5,4
VIII. 24,2 two apart 22,4
U.K.W. A. 9,8,4,2,2,1
       B. 10,7,8,1
       C. 13,8,2,2

**Railway machine**

I. 24,2 two apart 18,5,2,1
II. 12,6,4,2
III. 14,3,3,1
U.K.W. 24,2

**Commercial**

I. 18,8
II. 19,7
III. 12,9,4,1
U.K.W. 22,2,1,1
Chapter IV. Single-wheel processes. (Unsteckered Enigma)

We now suppose that we know the connections of the machine, and that there are no Stecker. This practically presupposes that we have already read some of the traffic, and therefore that we know something of the probable words used, especially at the beginnings and ends of the messages. Suppose then that we think that a message starting FKSJQLBPFEX becomes when deciphered DANZIGVON... We shall have to take several independent hypotheses as to which wheel is in the R.H.S. position, unless other messages for the day have already been solved. Let us suppose that the purple wheel is on the right. We shall then have to make 26 separate hypotheses as to what rod position the message starts in. When we are trying out the hypotheses is that the pre-start is at 26 on the rods we pick out the rods starting with F and D and lay them with B under the D of the message and crib as in Fig 4.5. We find on the rods at position 4, Z which implies that the Z of DANZIG should have been enciphered as W instead of J, or else that there was a turnover between the D and the Z. As we do not think this letter alternative very likely, we go on to the hypothesis that the pre-start was at 1, and this also gives us a contradiction of else a T.O. So we go on until we try pre-start at 4. When we set up the pair of rods that gives B we find that it also gives us V, and when we set up the pair giving I, we get also O. This, together with the fact that there are no contradictions, makes it practically certain that we have found the right rod start. We can then decipher a few more letters of the message, assuming there was no T.O. In this way we get DANZIGVONANNHEIM... with a T.O. somewhere between the second N and the E of H and the E of
MANNHEIM. Consequently before the message we can either try using the three couplings after the turnover to read a little more. This is shown in Fig 46. It is not possible to fill in the intermediate letters and we have to find some other method. One is to try decoding after the T.O. with various assumptions about ‘tmk’ which wheel is in the middle position, and what rod position the M.W. is in. We shall not actually need to do the decoding for each such position, as a very large proportion of the possibilities is immediately eliminated by the known to occur after the T.O.

In fact we have the seven couplings ku, ep, fp, xn, ay, td, vh before the T.O. and the ‘tmk’ oe, ie after it and possibly also m.

We could treat these couplings with respect to the middle wheel in the same way as we treated the original crib with respect to the right hand wheel. However it is not really necessary to get out these rods. It is easiest to work with the rod square and for each possible position of the middle wheel look and see what coupling before the T.O. is a consequence of oe after the T.O.

For example there are the bits of red rod.

12
11
9

and therefore if the message starts in rod position 1 for the middle wheel the coupling ‘tmk’ must have occurred before the T.O. in order that oe may occur after it. Consequently this position for the middle wheel is impossible. That the middle wheel rods can be used in this way amounts to nothing more than that they can be used in decoding in the way described on p. 14,15. In this way we find that the only possible positions for the middle wheel is ‘tmk’ oe, and we have for couplings after the T.O. ‘tmk’ oe, and the part of the message from the first to the second T.O. reads
We can fill this in to read, forthwith whole message up to this point

DANZIG دونحمله

The other couplings xx, rf, jz, qi can now be read off the filled altogether we now have in letters, and others the couplings of the M.W. rods go, er, sb, sx, wo, mm, pm, il, bu, yu, zl, hn. We can decode as described in Chap II; the two remaining middle wheel couplings will soon be found.

We might of course use either the middle wheel couplings or the right hand wheel couplings to find the position of the L.H.W. and U.K.W. and we could then do the decoding on a machine instead of on the rods. Methods for doing this will be described in the next chapter. The rest of this chapter will be devoted to methods of brightening up the xxx first parts of the process.

The inverse rods

Instead of picking out the RH.W. rods and laying them against the crib as in Figs 43, 44 we might write down the xEXEXEX rod couplings which are consequences of each of the constatations, thus when testing pre-start 26

FKSJITUY
DANZIGVON
omuqikide
wjsomny7

The contradiction which we found before by setting up the pair ow n ow shows itself in the form of two contradictory couplings ow, qo. In the case of pre-start 4 we have

FKSJITUY
DANZIGVON
uptonwy
kedwtkfie

and our confirmations (clicks) show up as repetitions of the couplings uk, q. If we actually did this we should lose time in comparison with the original process, but we can actually get all the couplings in the different positions by a more mechanical method.

We have the lines of the inverse square (p 10) written out on rods in double length, called 'inverse rods'. We
pick out the mixed inverse rods named after the letters in the crib, and lay them down in pairs, staggering them backwards. This is best seen in Fig 46. The various columns in this set-up show us the various rod couplings which are consequences of the crib and various hypotheses as to the pre-start. In the figure the pre-starts have been written along the top, but this is not part of the normal routine. With this method we can easily see contradictions which are independent of where the T.O. occurs e.g. for pre-start 1 we have the couplings w1, w1, j1 arising from the crib in that order. There must be a T.O. between the w1 and th_e w1 and also between the w1 and j1, which apart from double T.O., is impossible.

**Masks**

There is another method which gives essentially the same result as the and inverse rods and seems to be a little quicker to require rather less permanent apparatus. We need to have the inverse squares written out with part of the beginning of the square repeated and again at the beginning, and in rather small letters. In order to work a particular crib we take some parts in gauge with the inverse oblong and write the diagonal down the side of it, and

write the crib along the bottom. Then for each letter of the crib (either code or decode) we punch a hole directly in the column in which it occurs, and in the line named after it (Fig 47). We then move this mask over the inverse oblong. Each position of the mask corresponds to a different start on the rods. The pair of letters shewing through the two holes in a column give the coupling which is a consequence of the constellation written in that column (Fig 48).

Another advantage of this method is that we can test all colours with one mask. This advantage can however also be got by making inverse rods with all the colours on one rod.
Charts.

When we want to try the same decode for many different messages, and perhaps for many different places in the same message it may be worth while, make special statistics for that crib. We can make statistics of the positions in which there will be 'clicks'. There is quite a problem as to the form in which the statistics ought to be presented. I will describe two forms which have actually been used; named after the principal cribs for which they were made. First, however, I must explain PERCOMMANDANTE charts.

This is the perfect form of chart for use when the position of the crib in the message is known. The chart has several major divisions according to the different terminologies I shall use. Let us take for example the crib XBRUESSELIX fitted onto a part of the message AEIROMTWBZJ. There is a click as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>26</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>J</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the constellations of the click are consecutive I shall say that the 'click distance' is 1. W is called the 'first cipher letter' and B the second cipher letter, E the first and L the second 'crib letters'. As the first letter of the crib comes at rod position 19 we XBRIT say that the 'rod start' is 19. As the first crib letter E is the eighth letter of the crib we say that the crib position of the click is 8.

PERCOMMANDANTE charts.

This is the perfect form of chart for use when the position of the crib in the message is known exactly. The chart has several major divisions according to the different possible first crib letters. Each of these major divisions is further divided into lines labelled with the second crib letters, and columns labelled with the first cipher letters. In the XBRUESSELIX resulting small
rectangles are written the second cipher letter and the rod start. Thus the eighth major division of a PERCOMMANDANTE type chart made out for XBRUESSELXX would look like this:

A   B   C   ...   W   ...
E₁L
E₂X₁²
E₃X₁²

All entries apart from the one corresponding to the click shown in Fig. 49 having been omitted. The letters written above on the right of the letters in the names of the rows distinguish between different occurrences of the same letter in the crib. By writing the message downward in gauge with the lines of the chart it is very easy to see the possible clicks. We note down the rod starts, and, if we find one of them repeated try it out by the method described at the beginning of the chapter.

BRUESSEL type charts.

These have the advantage over the PERCOMMANDANTE type charts that one can investigate all possible positions of the crib in the message without doing them all independently, but it has some counterbalancing disadvantages. In the form in which they were made for the Railway traffic all three colours were put together and there were separate sheets for the different click distances. I now think that it might be better to separate the colours and to have three or four click distances on a sheet. In any case the sheets are further divided into lines according to the different first cipher letters and the entries in the lines consist of the second cipher letter, the rod start and the crib position of the click. Thus the click shown in Fig. 49 would be represented on sheet I in line W by the entry B 19 in green. The chart is usually used one sheet at a time;
the message is written out with plenty of room for entries below it. While using sheet I look for each letter of the message we take the corresponding line of the sheet and look in it for the letter which comes next in the message. For each such entry that we find we enter the rod start on the message under the letter which corresponds to the first letter of the crib. We know where this is because the entry on the chart gives the crib position. When we get the same number twice in a column we try, the corresponding rod position and position in the message.

A possible improvement of the lay out which might combine the advantages of the PERCOMMUNDATE and BRU"SEL type charts would be to take a fairly wide column for each click distance, all the columns being the same width, instead of having separate sheets, and to make the lines fairly deep. The message could then be written out in gauge with the chart. However I am afraid that this might both chart and message unwieldy. An alternative possible improvement would be to have separate columns for the different second letters. This would also mean having rather large charts, because of the great variation of the number of letters that would have to go into a rectangle.
Making of charts

Although there is so much room for variation in the form which a chart can take the manner in which they are made is fairly stereotyped. There are two kinds of click to be catalogued, called 'direct' and 'cross'. Direct clicks are those in which both letters of the crib occur on the same rod. Both clicks in Fig 44 are direct clicks. Cross clicks have one of the crib letters on one rod and the other on the other.

When cataloguing cross clicks we make 26 pictures like Fig 50 by writing the crib diagonally and filling up a square with rods, and finally copying the left lower half into the right upper half symmetrically across the diagonal. The different pictures correspond to different rod starts. Each square above the diagonal gives us an entry for the chart. The lower letter is the first cipher letter, and the upper is the second cipher letter. The row gives the click position, i.e. with a BRUESSEL type chart the number in the 'index' position. The click distance (i.e. the sheet, with BRUESSEL type) is determined by how far the square is from the central diagonal; in the figure the squares corresponding to click distance III are ringed in pencil. With a PERCOMMANDEANTE type chart we should not use the diagonals but the columns. Some of the squares do not correspond to possible entries, as they could only arise from rods paired with themselves. These squares have been crossed out in Fig 50.

For cataloguing direct clicks we have to find all cases in which a pair of letters on a rod can fit with a pair of letters of the crib, e.g.

\[ X \quad BRUESSEL \quad LXX \quad crib \]

\[ DGGG \quad GKWUU\quad ELAB \quad rod \]

Each such case will give us 25 different entries in the chart,
all with the same click distance, rod start and crib position. In cataloguing these either in a PERCOMMANDE or a BRUSSEL chart it is sufficient if we put the second cipher letters all in similar positions and only once enter the remaining information, for each set of 25.

**X-charts**

Sometimes one will find messages with about 30% of X's in the decode. These can be got out by a 'majority vote' method, looking for the R,H,W. starting position which gives the greatest number of clicks if we assume the message to say XXXXX all through. If there are actually 30% of X's there will be about 2½ genuine clicks between X's per T.O. : there will also be an average of about 0.5 **mxx** apparent clicks arising from letters which are not X, giving altogether 2.7 clicks per T.O. with the correct start. With the wrong start we have one bogus click per T.O. If we do not know where the T.O. is these figures have to be modified. In the right place we have 3.7 clicks per length of 26, and in the wrong place 2.0.

**Text** There are **xxmxxformxxofxxx=shrt=xxmxextravexxxxby=Kendrick xxrxxhxxby= Turing.** With X-charts there are less variables involved than with ordinary charts, as there is no question as to where the crib should be set against the message. The variables involved therefore are the first and second **mxx** cipher letters, the click distance, and the rod position of the first constatation of the click. There are two ways of setting the chart out, one favoured by Kendrick and one by Turing.

With Turing's form of chart **xxmxx=ipxxmxx** there are 26 lines named after the first cipher letters and 26 columns corresponding to the possible click distances. The second cipher letter and the rod position are entered in the square. The chart can be used by writing the message out in gauge with the chart, and putting each letter in turn over the corresponding letter in the left-hand
column which names the lines, and looking for each letter of among the next 26 of the message in the square of the chart directly below it. In noting the click down we calculate the implied rod start of the message by subtracting the position in the message of the first cipher letter from the rod position of the first cipher letter, i.e. the number in the square. We enter against this rod start the position in the message of the first cipher letter. The rod start with the greatest number of entries against it is presumed to be the right one. To read the message after we have found the R.H.W. rod start we can try setting up the rods giving the clicks and see if this results in any further identifications, but this hardly ever gives the solution. The generally accepted method is to take the couplings giving the clicks and note down from a catalogue the places in which they could occur, and then take a 'majority vote'.

In making an X-chart we can make a set-up like Fig 50. This will measure 26 x 26 and only one of them will be needed. It will simply consist of a rod-square rearranged with the X's down the diagonal. When making the entries for a particular value of rod position of the first constetation of the click (i.e. the entries where a particular number is written in the square) we copy in pencil down a line from the rearranged rod-square, starting immediately after the X, across the top of the rod square, and also the column starting at the same X. The entry to be made in any column then can be seen by looking at the top. Having made these entries we rub out the lines at the top and replace them with others.
In Kendrick's type of chart the names of the lines give of the cipher letters. The columns give the position of the other cipher letter, and the entry in the square is the position of the first cipher letter. This form of chart is particularly useful when we have a hunch about the rod start.
Consecutive tables.

In the second part of the process, where we are finding the position of the middle wheel we can speed up the work by the use of consecutive tables. These are of two kinds, forward and backward, and look very like rod squares. The letter in column 18, say and row R of the forward consecutive square is the letter which occurs in column 19 of the rod with R in column 13. The letter and row R in column 18 of the backward consecutive square is that at which occurs in column 17 on the same rod. Like rod squares and inverse squares these consecutive squares 'have a diagonal' i.e., can be filled in from a single upright by writing 'the diagonal' diagonally downwards to the left. In our DANZIGVON example we could have used the backward consecutives as soon as we had found the couplings ku, ep, fx, qn, ay, td, vh, lw before the T.O. and sw, oe, le after it. We should have laid rulers against the lines of the backward consecutive square, and read off the consequences before the T.O. of having oe after it, in the various possible positions of the middle wheel, and would have looked to see whether these consequences were consistent with our data. We should then have repeated with ws looking only at the positions consistent with oe. The forward consecutives can be used when the place has been found for reading off the couplings after the T.O. (although this is only a small advantage), or in a case where we have started from the end of the message and worked backward s.
Chapter V. Coupling catalogues

When we have found the rod position of the R.H.W. and a few couplings for a message it is possible to find the positions of the other wheels from a suitable catalogue.

Short catalogue

One method is to try independently all the possible positions for the middle wheel. We shall want to know the middle wheel couplings which are consequences of these various assumptions. This can be done by setting up inverse rods for the middle wheel. The rods are paired off according to the R.H.W. couplings, i.e. M.W. output, $$\text{xxxxxxx}$$ This has been done for the couplings $$\text{ku,fx,ep}$$ which arose in the DANZIGVON crib in Fig 55, assuming the red wheel in the middle. The pairs in each column of this set up give possible M.W. couplings. We have now to find out whether these couplings are possible. Our procedure is rather different according as the U.K.W. does or does not rotate. In the case that the U.K.W. does not rotate it will be sufficient to have a (the rows and columns lettered preferably with the diagonal alphabet) Foss sheet $$\text{xxxx}$$ in which, in the RW square $$\text{xxxx}$$ are entered the position s of the left hand wheel at which the coupling RW is one of the pairs in the L.H.W. output alphabet. This is known as the 'short catalogue' for this wheel. To use it in connection with the DANZIGVON crib we should take each column of Fig 55 in turn and look up the pairs in it on the short catalogue and see if all the squares had a number in common. If we found such a case the number in the square would give the L.H.W. rod position, and the column of Fig 55 would give the M.W. position. Actually the U.K.W. rotates for our example so that we should have no success.

In the case that the U.K.W. rotates we need essentially the same short catalogue, but we arrange it slightly differently. In stead of the lines of the catalogue corresponding to fixed output letters they correspond to fixed distances on the diagonal between the output letters. This may be seen from Figs 65-63 which illustrate such a catalogue. The pairings are written above the $$\text{xxxxxxx}$$ figures giving the positions
of the L.H.W. in which these pairings occur, the U.K.W. understood to be in the zero position. Either form of short catalogue may be made by setting up the L.H.W. rods paired according to the U.K.W. as in Fig 5, and analysing the resulting pairs.

To understand the use of the short catalogue when the U.K.W. rotates we must remember that if the U.K.W. and L.H.W. are rotated in step the effect is a slide along the diagonal of the resulting pairs. If we are given actual pairs for which the U.K.W. was not in the zero position we can slide the pairs along the diagonal until we have pairs which would have occurred with the U.K.W. in the zero position. This will show up number on the catalogue because there will be a in common in the squares under these pairs. For instance in the case of the DANZIGVON crib we found the middle wheel to be red in position 14. This gives the middle wheel couplings as consequences of the R.H.W. couplings qn,uk,fr,ep. These can be read off from Fig 5, although of course we should only set up the M.W. inverse rods in a case where we did not know the M.W. position.

If we slide along the diagonal we get wg,mi,zf,ke, and in each of the squares wg, mi, zf, ke on the green (L.H.W.) short catalogue we find the number 4, i.e. these pairs occur at U.K.W. O L.H.W. 4; consequently qn,... occur at U.K.W. 10,L.H.W.14. The mechanical process would actually be to take pr on the small sheet of the catalogue and lay it against ve on the large sheet. This automatically results in wg and mi being together and all other pairs of pairs resulting from sliding pr,ev along the diagonal. We look in the pairs of squares to see if there are numbers in common. When we find such a case we have to look in a third square resulting from sliding hn.

It is as well therefore to have rulers in gauge with the catalogue to measure off the distances. Having found the right amount of slide forward on the diagonal, i.e. to the right in the catalogue we calculate the positions of the wheels from the formulae.
U.K.W. position = slide forward on diagonal
L.H.W. position = number in square + slide

The Turing sheets

The short catalogue should work very well when the Umkehrwalz rotates, and there is no information connecting the position of the U.K.W. with the positions of the other wheelspixaxix. In the case of a fixed U.K.W. we can often make use of an analysis of R.H.W. couplings.

The layout of the catalogues is largely determined by the special method pixaxix by which they are made, but it seems to be reasonably convenient in use. The catalogue is divided into sheets numbered 1 to 13. Each of these sheets consists of a 26x26 square with margin at top and left hand side, preferably on 1/3" gauge. The sheets are not ruled for the diagonal, but the diagonal is shown by the numbers. One such sheet is shown in Fig. 46 partly constructed. The letters and numbers in ink are the only ones concerned when the sheets are being used, the others being part of the construction, and left on to help in tracing errors. The entries 10, 18, 21 in the square in column 15 and the row with KV in the margin mean that the unit KV occurs when the M.W. is in position 15 and L.H.W. in any of the positions 10, 18, 21. In order to find the positions at which two couplings can occur we have only to find the corresponding lines of the catalogue against one another and compare the numbers in the adjacent squares. It is fairly easy to find the right sheet because the number of the sheet gives the distance along the diagonal of the two letters of the pair, e.g. K and V are at distance $\$ along the diagonal ($K\ P\ Y\ X\ C\ Y$) and KV occurs on sheet 5.
Construction of the Turing sheets

The construction of the catalogue depends on making almost simultaneously all the entries corresponding to \textit{wülxxr}\textxx cases in which the current flows through the same two wires of the M.W. In the partially constructed sheet 5 in Fig 5\textsuperscript{b} some of the diagonals have been filled in fully, and each of these corresponds to a pair of wires of the M.W. As the M.W. rotates the rod points at the right hand ends of the wires move steadily backwards along 'the diagonal'. We see \textit{wülxxr}\textxx also that as we move along the filled in diagonal the rod position steadily increases, and the letters in the pairings move slide backwards along the diagonal'. Meanwhile the left hand ends of the wires are steadily rotating, so that the middle wheel couplings are sliding along 'the diagonal'. The entries in the squares are the positions of the L.H.W. where these M.W. couplings can occur, and the slide along the diagonal amounts to a diagonal movement along the short catalogue. Take for instance the first filled in diagonal on Fig 5\textsuperscript{b} nearest to the central diagonal. The second entry on this diagonal is 2, 5, 16, 26 which is the entry at HL in Fig 5\textsuperscript{I} : next along the diagonal in Fig 5\textsuperscript{b} is the entry 10 which occurs at GM in Fig 5\textsuperscript{I} , and so on , the diagonal in Fig 5\textsuperscript{I} being repeated backwards in Fig 5\textsuperscript{b}.

This phenomenon may be explained with reference to the rod square, instead of the wheels: this is really more practical, as we have to make the catalogue up from the rod square. A possible method for making up the catalogue would have been this. In each square on the sheets we write in, in pencil, the M.W. couplings which would be needed to produce the M.W. output required at the M.W. position given by the column in which the square occurs. To do this we should have to write down in each line the inverse rods named after the letters at the beginning of the line. This has been done in a part of Fig 5\textsuperscript{b} (top R.H corner). We should then have the square filled with one inverse (M.W.) square, with top and bottom reversed, and another such reversed square somewhat displaced upwards. The entries in green ink could be obtained by
replacing each pair of pencil letters by the corresponding entry on Fig 5', i.e. by the position of the L.H.W. at which that pair of letters occurs as L.H.W. output. Now the whole of the pencil square can be obtained from its top line simply by filling in along diagonals. Translated into terms of the green ink entries this means to say that we only need to be given the positions at which we start copying from the short catalogue.

Actually we copy out the diagonals of the short catalogue onto staircase shaped strips (known as 'Christmas decorations' or 'hand frills') in reversed order, with the position in the short catalogue written above each square. These hand frills are numbered by the (constant) distance apart on the diagonal of the pairs of letters on them: e.g. in the hand frill shown in position for copying in Fig 5, I and F are at distance 5 on qwertzu and so are D and K. Instead of actually filling in the whole square with pairs of pencil letters we take the entries which might have been made in the top line, and write them in the top margin, and also mark put the entries which might have gone in the left hand column into the left hand margin. In order to find what hand frill to use for a particular diagonal the distances apart along qwertzu of the letters along the top are calculated. This should be done quite independently to give a check on incorrectly copied letters (see 'Mystic numbers').

The reason for having the imaginary pod squares implied in the construction inverted is in order that the writing of diagonals may be from left to right and downwards, which is considered easier than from right to left and downwards.
Solving a short crib

The **chief** application of the Turing sheets is to the solution of ciphers from a length of 5 to 6 letters. We set up the inverse rods as usual, but find that by no means all the positions are eliminated by coupling contradictions.

We therefore look to see whether there is any position in which the couplings can occur. Take for example the crib ANX, with wheel order I III II (red, green, purple), U.K.W. pos. O cipher MAC.

We set up the inverse rods as in Fig 57, and for each column of the resulting set up compare the lines of the catalogue named after the pairs in the column. For each pair we shall want to find quickly the right sheet on which to look, and this means subtracting the pairs on the diagonal (i.e. finding their distance apart on qwertzu). To do this we can either have a table of differences or else use 'mystic number rods'.

**Mystic numbers**

Fig 58 shows a table of 'mystic numbers' for the red wheel. The meaning of the table is this. Take the 8th line for example.

It could be made by taking inverse rod Q and inverse rod 0, 0 being eight places on along the mystic from Q. We lay the two rods together and find the differences of the resulting pairs: e.g. the entry in line 8 is 6, and the fifth letter of the red inverse rod Q is Y, the fifth letter of inverse rod 0 is F, and Y and F are expert on qwertzu (FGHIKPY). If then we had a set up of inverse rods including the pair CO we could use the series of numbers of line 3 of the mystic numbers to tell us on which sheets the various pairs should be looked up. However we can also use line 3 of this table on many other occasions. Suppose for example that the pair ES of inverse rods is up. The series of sheets on which we have to look is again given by line 3, but we have to start in the third column under E instead of at the beginning under Q. Quite a convenient arrangement is to have the lines of the table written out on rods in gauge with the inverse rods and of double length. (This was once done for the service machine wheel III. Three lines of the table were put onto three sides of Mr Knox's blank wooden inverse rods, and the fourth side occupied with the letters of the diagonal, in that case ABE A BCD... It was
The text on the page appears to be a series of symbols or code that is not easily translatable into meaningful English text. However, at the bottom of the page, there is a written note that says:

"Apr 57. Set up Fkontrol for BRC, and notify 28. rods for testing night sheets."
Page 58. Togyi numbers for Redwing Skil 1
not a success as the rods were incorrectly copied). For the crib

ANX those mystic number rods are shown in position over the
inverse rods in Fig 5.7. Every fifth letter from the top of the
mystic number table is also shown.

Another use for the mystic number table is in the making of the
Turing sheets. The line of pencil numbers along the top of any
sheet is the line of mystic numbers with the sheet number as its
line number, and starting at column 1. Sup Figs 5.8, 5.9

The mystic numbers can of course be made by actual subtraction
from the inverse rods. However it is actually easier to do the calculation in terms of the letters of an
upright. It turns out that one can manage with one upright, which
one subtracts from itself, staggered various amounts. One can
then transform these letters into numbers to simplify the
subtraction. I shall not give the details of this.

EDNS catalogues

In this chapter and the last we have not exhausted all the
possible methods of dealing with the Unsteckered enigma, and enigma
with known Stecker. When the Umkehrwalz does not rotate we can
catalogue the result of encoding a short word such as EDNS at
every possible position. The details of this are explained in Chapter
Jeoffreys sheets

In cases where the wheel order is unknown it is useful to have \textit{mixup} the positions \textit{wham} and wheel orders where a coupling occurs all catalogued together. In order to make comparison of couplings feasible one puts the catalogue into the form of punched sheets, which can be laid one on top of another. These are known as Jeoffreys sheets.

The actual form of the Jeoffreys sheets catalogue is this. There are 325 sheets labelled AB, AC, \ldots AZ, BC, \ldots, EZ, \ldots, YZ. Each sheet measures 26"x30\frac{3}{4}/5" plus margins of about three inches. They are divided into \textit{mxxx} columns an inch wide, and lines \frac{4}{5}/5" deep. The whole is further subdivided into squares \frac{1}{5}/" x \frac{1}{5}/". The \frac{4}{5}/" x 1/" rectangles correspond to the different possible rod positions of the L.H. and M.W. The subdivisions of the rectangles correspond to the twenty possible wheel orders for L.H.W. and M.W. with the five first wheels of the service machine.

Jeoffreys-Turing sheets

There is a possibility of speeding up the work with short crib sheets where the U.K.W. rotates by making the Turing sheets in punched form. Suppose we expend every square of the Turing sheets into a rectangle \frac{7}{5}/"x\frac{4}{5}/" divided into 28 small squares, numbered 1 to 28 with two unused, and for each entry on the Turing sheet punch a hole in the corresponding small square. Then the effect of laying two of the sheets on top of one another, in such a way say that the lines VM and CR coincided would be to give us the positions in which the two couplings VM and CR occur when the U.K.W. is in the zero position: we also get the positions in which the couplings \textit{mxx} slid along qwertzu occur: but these after making a correction for the amount of slide are just the positions at which VMand CR occur including all possible rotations of the U.K.W. One would presumably normally place three sheets on top of one another, and there would have to be four different layings because one could not have the sheets in cylindrical form. For this reason it would be better to have some sheets in double depth, but this would probably be out of the question.
a scheme in foot for pulling to catalogue no cards.
Chapter VI. The steckered enigma. Bombe and Spider.

When one has a steckered enigma to deal with one problem naturally divide themselves into what is to be done to find the Stecker, and what is to be done afterwards. Unless the indicating system is very well designed there will be no problem at all when the Stecker have been found, and even with a good indicating system we shall be able to apply the methods of the last two chapters to the individual messages. The obvious example of a good indicating system is the German Naval enigma cipher, which is dealt with in Chapter IV. This chapter is devoted to methods of finding the Stecker. Naturally enough we never find the Stecker without at the same time finding much other information.

Cribs.

The most obvious kind of data for finding the keys is a 'crib', i.e. a message of which a part of the decode is known. We shall mostly assume that our data is a crib, although actually it may be a number of constatations arising from another source, e.g. a number of CILLIS or a Naval Benbarismus.

FORTWEEPPYYWEEPY methods.

It is sometimes possible to find the keys by pencil and paper methods when the number of Stecker is not very great, e.g. 5 to 7. One would have to hope that several of the constatations of the crib were 'unsteckered'. The best chance would be if the same pair of letters occurred twice in the crib (a 'half-bombe'). In this case, assuming 6 or 7 Stecker there would be a 25% chance of both constatations being unsteckered. The positions at which these constatations occurred could be found by means of the Turing sheets (if there were three wheels) or the Jeffreys sheets. The positions at which this occurred could be separately tested. Another possibility is to set up the inverse rods for the crib and to look for clicks. There is quite a good chance of any apparent click being a real click arising from because all four letters involved are unsteckered. The position on the right hand
wheel is given by the column of the inverse rod set-up, and we can find all possible positions where the click coupling occurs from the Turing sheets or the Jeffreys sheets. In some cases there will be other constatations which are made up from letters supposed to be unsteckered because they occur in the click, and these will further reduce the number of places to be tested.

These methods have both of them given successful results, but they are not practicable for cases where there are many Stecker, or even where there are few Stecker and many wheel orders.

A mechanical method. The Bombe.

Now let us turn to the case where there is a large number of Stecker so many that any attempt to make use of the unsteckered letters is not likely to succeed. To fix our ideas let us take a particular crib.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
D A E D A Q Q Z S I Q M M K B I L G M P W H A
K E I N E Z U S A E T Z E Z U M V O R B E R I

Presumably the method of solution will depend on taking hypotheses about parts of the keys and drawing what conclusions one can, hoping to get either a confirmation or a contradiction. The parts of the keys involved are the wheel order, the rod start of the crib, whether there are any turnovers in the crib and if so where, and the Stecker. As regards the wheel order one is almost bound to consider all of these separately. If the crib were of very great length one might make no assumption about what wheels were in the L.H.W. position and M.W. position, and apply the method we have called a 'Stecker knock-out' (an attempt of this kind was made with the 'Feindseligkeiten' crib in Nov. '39), or one might sometimes make assumptions about the L.H.W. and M.W. but none, until a late stage about the R.H.W. In this case we have to work entirely with constatations where the R.H.W. has the same position. This method was used for the crib from the Schlusselzettel of the Vorpostenboot, with success; however I shall assume that all
wheel orders are being treated separately. As regards the turnover one will normally take several different hypotheses, e.g.

1) turnover between positions 1 and 5
2) " " " 5 and 10
3) " " " 10 and 15
4) " " " 15 and 20
5) " " " 20 and 25

With the first of these hypotheses one would have to leave the constatations in positions 2 to 4 out, and similarly in all the other hypotheses four constatations would have to be omitted. One could of course manage without leaving out any constatations at all if one took 25 different hypotheses, and there will always be a problem as to what constatations can best be dispensed with. In what follows I shall assume we are working the T.O. hypotheses numbered 5) above. We have not yet made sufficiently many hypotheses to be able to draw any immediate conclusions, and must therefore either assume something about the Stecker or about the rod start. If we were to assume something about the Stecker our best chance would be to assume the Stecker values of A and E, or of E and I, as we should then have the two constatations corrected for Stecker, with only two Stecker assumptions. With Turing sheets one could find all possible places where these constatations occurred, of which we should, on the average, find about 231. As there would be 32 hypotheses of this kind to be worked we should gain very little in comparison with separate examination of all rod starts. If there had not been any half-bombees in the crib we should have fared even worse. We therefore work all possible hypotheses as to the rod start, and to simplify this we try to find characteristics of the crib which are independent of the Stecker. Such characteristics can be seen most easily if the crib is put in to the form of a picture
Fig. 59. Picture from KEINE ZUSATZZE.

Fig. 60. Circuit for Fig. simultaneous scanning.
fig 61. Steiner deductions with current setup, with incorrect order Statistics in correct alphabets, but starting from incorrect Steiner hypothesis if/\&. All other incorrect Steiner values of if are deduced.

fig 62. Steiner deductions with current alphabets as fig 61, but from correct Steiner hypothesis if/\&.
like Fig 5. From this picture we see that one characteristic which is independent of the Stecker is that there must be a letter which enciphered at either position 2 or position 5 of the crib gives the same result. This may also be expressed by saying that there must be a letter \textit{such that}, if it is enciphered at position 2, and the result reenciphered at position 5 the final result will be the original letter. Another such condition is that letter \textit{enciphered successively at the positions 3, 10 must lead back to the original letter.} The other conditions of this kind are that the successive encipherments at positions 2, 23, 3 or at 2, 9, 8, 6, 24, 3 or at 13, 12, 8, 9, 5 starting from the same letter as before must lead back to it. There are other such series, e.g. 13, 12, 8, 24, 3 but these do not give conditions independent of the others. The letter to which all these multiple encipherments are applied is, of course, the Stecker value of E. We shall call E the 'central letter'. Any letter can of course be chosen as 'central letter', but the choice affects the series of positions or 'chains' for the multiple encipherments. There are other conditions, as well as these that involve the multiple encipherments. For instance 'the Stecker values' of the letters in Fig must all be different. The Stecker values for E, I, M, Z, O, S, A are the letters that arise at the various stages in the multiple encipherments and the values for W, T, V, N, D, K can be found similarly. There is also the condition that the Stecker must be self-reciprocal, and the other parts of Fig 5 will also restrict the possibilities somewhat. Of these conditions the multiple encipherment one is obviously the easiest to apply, and with a crib as long as the one above it will be quite sufficient
this condition will be quite sufficient to reduce the number of possible positions to a number which can be tested by hand methods. It is actually possible to make use of some of the other conditions mechanically also; this will be explained later.

In order to apply the multiple encipherment condition one naturally wants to be able to perform the multiple encipherments in one operation. To do this we make a new kind of machine which we call a 'Letchworth enigma'. There are two rows of contacts in a Letchworth enigma each labelled A to Z and called the input and output rows: these are also moveable wheels. For each position of an ordinary enigma there is a corresponding position of the Letchworth enigma, and if the result of enciphering F at this position is R, then F on the input row of the Letchworth enigma is connected to R on the output row, and of course R on the input row to F on the output row. Such a 'Letchworth enigma' can be made in the same way as an ordinary enigma, but with all the wiring of the moveable wheels in duplicate, one set of wires being used for the journey towards the Umkehrwalz, and the others for the return journey. The Umkehrwalz has two sets of contacts, one in contact with the contact of the L.H.W. and one in contact with the outward-journey wiring. The Umkehrwalz wiring is from the one set of contacts across to the other. In the actual design used there were some other differences; the wheels did not actually come into contact with one another, but each came into contact with a 'commutator' bearing 104 fixed contacts. These contacts would be connected by fixed wiring to contacts of other commutators. These contacts of the commutators can be regarded as physical counterparts of the 'rod points' and 'output points' for the wheels.
If one has two of these 'Letchworth enigmas' one can connect the output points of the one to the input points of the other and then the connections through the two enigmas between the two sets of contacts left over will give the effect of successive encipherments at the positions occupied by the two enigmas. Naturally this can be extended to the case of longer series of enigmas, the output of each being connected to the input of the next.

Now let us return to our crib and see how we could use these Letchworth enigmas. For each of our 'chains' we could set up a series of enigmas. We should in fact use 18 enigmas which we will name as follows:

- A1, A2 with the respective positions 2,5
- B1, B2 with the respective positions 3,10
- C1, C2, C3 with the respective positions 2,23,3
- D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6 with the respective positions 2,9,8,6,24,3
- E1, E2, E3, E4, E5, E6 with the respective positions 13,12,8,9,5

By 'position 8' we here mean 'the position at which the constellation numbered 8 in the crib, is, under the hypothesis we are testing, supposed to be enciphered'. The enigmas are connected up in this way: output of A1 to input of A2: output of B1 to input of B2: output of C1 to input of C2, output of C2 to input of C3: etc. This gives us five chains of enigmas which we may call A, B, C, D, E, and there must be some letter, which enciphered with each chain gives itself. We could easily arrange to have all five chains controlled by one keyboard, and to have five lampboards showing the results of the five multiple encipherments of the letter on the depressed key. After one hypothesis as to the rod start had been tested one would go on to the next, and this would usually involve simply moving the R.H.W. of each enigma forward one place. When 86 positions of the R.H.W. have been tested the M.W. must be made to move forward too. This movement of the wheels in step can be very easily done mechanically, the right hand wheels all being driven continuously from one shaft, and the motion of the other wheels being controlled by a carry mechanism.
It now only remains to find a mechanical method of registering whether the multiple encipherment condition is fulfilled. This can be done most simply if we are willing to test each Stecker value of the central letter throughout all rod starts before trying the next Stecker value. 

Suppose we are investigating the case where the Stecker value of the central letter is K. We let an current enter all of the chains of enigmas at their K input points, and at the K output points of the chains we put relays. The 'on' points of the five relays are put in series with a battery (say), and another relay. A current flows through this last relay if and only if a current flows through all the other five relays, i.e. if the five multiple encipherments applied to K all give K. When this happens the effect is, essentially, to stop the machine, and such an occurrence is known at Letchworth as a 'straight'. An alternative possibility is to have a quickly rotating 'scenner' which, during a revolution, would first connect the input points of the chains to the current supply, and the output points A to the relays, and then would connect the input and output points B to the supply and relays. In a revolution of the scanner the output and input points A to Z would all have their turn, and the right hand wheels would then move on. This last possible solution was called 'serial scanning' and led to all the possible forms of registration being known as different kinds of scanning'. The simple possibility that we first mentioned was called 'single line scanning'. Naturally there was much research into possible alternatives to these two kinds of scanning, which would enable all 26 possible Stecker values of the central letter to be tested simultaneously without any parts of the machine moving. Any device to do this was described as 'simultaneous scanning'.
The solution which was eventually found for this problem was more along mathematical lines, and would really not have been a solution of the problem as it was put to the electricians, whom we gave, as we thought, just the essentials of the problem. It turned out in the end that we had given them rather less than the essentials, and they therefore cannot be blamed for not having found the best solution. They did find a solution of the problem as it was put to them, which would probably have worked if they had had a few more months experimenting. As it was the mathematical solution was found before they had finished.

Eye simultaneous scanning

The problem as given to the electricians was this: There are 52 contacts labelled A...Z, A',...Z'. At any moment each one of A,...,Z is connected to one and only one of A',...Z': the connections are changing all the time very quickly. For each letter of the alphabet there is a relay, and we want to arrange that the relay for the letter R will only close if contact R is connected to contact R'.

The latest solution proposed for this problem depended on having current at 26 equidistant phases corresponding to the 26 different letters. There is also a thyratron valve for each letter. The filaments of the thyatrons are given potentials corresponding to their letters, and the grids are connected to the corresponding points A',...Z'. The points A,...,Z are also

*A thyratron valve has the property that no current flows in the anode circuit until the grid potential becomes more negative than a certain critical amount, after which the current continues to flow, regardless of the grid potential, until the anode is switched off.
given potentials with the phase of the letter concerned. The
result is that the difference of potential of the filament and
of thyatron A's grid oscillates with an amplitude of at least \( \frac{45}{11} \) of 28 phase
\( E \) being the amplitude of the original supply wave, unless
A and A' are connected through the chain, in which case the
potentials remain the same or differ only by whatever grid bias
has been put into the grid circuit. The thyron's are so
adjusted that an oscillation of amplitude \( \frac{25}{11} \) will bring
the potential of the grid to the critical value and the
valve will 'fire'. The valve is coupled with a relay which
only trips if the thyatron fails to fire. This relay is
actually a 'differential relay', with two sets of windings, one
carrying a constant current and the other carrying the current
from the anode circuit of the thyatron. Fig. 6 shows a possible
form of circuit. It is \( xxxxxx \) probably not the exact form
of circuit used in the Pye experiments, but is given to
illustrate the theoretical possibility.

The Spider

We can look at the Bombe in a slightly different way as
a machine for making deductions about Stecker when the rod
start is assumed. Suppose \( xxx \) we were to put lamp-boards in
between the enigmas of the chains, and label the lamp-boards
with the appropriate letters off figure \( xxxxxx \). For example in
chain C the lampboard between C1 and C2 would be labelled A.

If we were using the machine with a key-board then it could be
labelled with the 'central letter'. Now when we depress a
letter of the key-board we can read off from the lamp-boards
some of the Stecker consequences of the hypothesis that the
depressed letter is steckered to the central letter; \( xxx \) for
one such consequence could be read off each lamp-board, namely
that the letter lighting is steckered to the same of the
lamp-board.
When we look at the Bombe in this way we see that it would be natural to modify it so as to make this idea fit even better. We have not so far allowed for lengthy chains of deductions; the possible deductions stop as soon as one comes back to the central letter. There is however no reason why, when from one Stecker value of hypothesis about the central letter we have deduced that the central letter must have another Stecker value, we should not go on and draw further conclusions from this second Stecker value. At first sight this seems quite useless, but, as all the deductions are reversible, it is actually very useful, for all the conclusions that can be drawn will then be false, and those that remain will stand out clearly as possible correct hypotheses. In order that all these deductions may be made mechanically we shall have to connect the 26 contacts at the end of each chain to the common beginning of all the chains. With this arrangement we can think of each \texttt{xxxxxx} output or input point as representing a possible Stecker, and \texttt{xxx} if two of these points are connected together through the enigmas then the corresponding Stecker imply one another. At this point we might see how it all works out in the case of the crib given above. This crib was actually encoded with \texttt{xxxxxxixxxxxxxxmxxxxxxxxxxxxx} alphabets which, when corrected for their Stecker, are those \texttt{iw} of \texttt{xxxxxxx}, the numbers over the crib constatations giving the columns \texttt{xxxxxxx}. The alphabets below most used are 2, 3, 5, 10, 23, and these are reproduced here for reference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KN</td>
<td>XH</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>TB</td>
<td>LW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>BU</td>
<td>JZ</td>
<td>LH</td>
<td>WC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QK</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>RU</td>
<td>DI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>PK</td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>XB</td>
<td>OM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF</td>
<td>QJ</td>
<td>YE</td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>XU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UO</td>
<td>AW</td>
<td>GR</td>
<td>JY</td>
<td>FT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>OV</td>
<td>PQ</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>JP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD</td>
<td>JY</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>GE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IW</td>
<td>DM</td>
<td>LH</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>AY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JZ</td>
<td>RZ</td>
<td>BX</td>
<td>QM</td>
<td>NB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>FU</td>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>HS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YE</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td>OI</td>
<td>FK</td>
<td>ZQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>KT</td>
<td>GM</td>
<td>RK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Fig. 6, at the top are the chains, with the positions and the letters of the chain. In each column is written some of the letters in which XXXXXX can be inferred to be Stecker values of the letters at the heads of their columns from the hypothesis that X is a Stecker value of the central letter E. By no means all possible inferences of this kind are made in the figure, but among those that are made are all possible Stecker values for E except the right one, L. If we had taken a rod start that was wrong we should almost certainly have found that all of the Stecker values of E could be deduced from any one of them, and this will hold for any cribs with two or more chains. Remembering now that with our XXXXX Bombe one Stecker is deducible from another if the corresponding points on the lamp boards are connected through the enigmas, a correct rod start can only be one for which not all the input points of the chains are connected together; the positions at which this happens are almost exactly those at which XXXX a Bombe with simultaneous scanning would have stopped.

When XXXXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX

This is roughly the idea of the 'spider'. It has been described in this section as a way of getting simultaneous scanning on the Bombe, and has been made to look as much like the Bombe as possible. In the next section another description of the spider is given.


In our original description of the Bombe we thought of it as a method of looking for characteristics of a crib which are independent of Stecker, but in the last section we thought of it more as a machine for making Stecker deductions. This last way of looking at it has obviously great possibilities, and so we will start afresh with this idea.

In the last section various points of the circuit were regarded as XXXXXX having certain Stecker corresponding to them. XXXX We are now going to carry this idea further and
have a metal point for each possible Stecker. These we can imagine arranged in a rectangle. Each point has a name such as Pw: here the capital letters refer to 'outside' points and the small letters to 'inside letters'; an outside letter is the name of a key or bulb, and so can be a letter of a crib, while an inside letter is the name of a context of the Eintrittswalz, so that all information constatations obtained from the enigma without Stecker give information about inside letters rather than outside. Our statements will usually be put in rather illogical form; statements like 'Jis' an outside letter will usually mean 'Jis' occurring in so and so as the name of a key rather than of a context of the Eintrittswalz'. The rectangle is called the 'diagonal board' and the rows are named after the outside letters, the columns after the inside letters. Now let us take any constatation of our crib e.g. \text{Q} \text{I} at 24. For the position we are supposed to be testing we will have an enigma set up at the right position for encoding this constatation, but of course without any Stecker. Let us suppose it set up for the correct position, then one of the pairs in the alphabet in position 24 is 00. Consequently if \text{Q} \text{I} 00 then Io (i.e. if outside letter Q is associated with inside O then outside I is associated with inside o). Now if we connect the input of the (Letchworth) enigma to the corresponding points of the diagonal board on line Q and the output to line I then since the input point is connected to the output point we shall have Qo on the diagonal board connected to Io through the Stecker. We can of course put in a Letchworth enigma for every constatation of the crib, and then we shall have all the possible deductions that can be made about the association of inside and outside letters paralleled in the connections between the points of the diagonal board. We can also bring in the reciprocal property of the Stecker by connecting together diagonally opposite points of the diagonal board, e.g. connecting Pw to Vp. One can also bring in other conditions about the
Stecker, e.g. if one knows that the letters which were \textit{xkekxexx} \textit{xemmmxexx} unsteckered on one day are invariably steckered on the next then, having \textit{xxrmx} found the keys for one day's traffic one could when looking for the keys for the next day, connect together all points of the diagonal board which correspond to non-steckers which had occurred on the previous day. This would of course not entirely eliminate the inadmissible solutions, but would enormously reduce their number, the only solutions which would not be eliminated being those which were inadmissible on every \textit{ememx} count.

One difference \textit{frxtrxxexxemxemx} between this arrangement and the Bombe, or the spider as we described it in the last section is that we need only one enigma for each constestation.

Our machine is still not complete, as we have not put in any mechanism for distinguishing correct from incorrect positions. In the case of a crib giving a picture like Fig 5'\ where most of the letters are connected together into one 'web' it is sufficient at some point on to let current into the diagonal board \textit{xx} some line \textit{xxk} named after a letter on the main web, e.g. at the Ea point in the case of the crib we have been considering. In this case the only possible positions will be ones in which the current fails to reach all the other points of the E line of the diagonal board. We can detect whether this happens by connecting the points on the E line through differential relays to the other pole of our current parallel with one another and in series with the stop mechanism, and putting the 'on' points of the relays in \textit{xxmmm}. Normally the current will flow through all the differential relays, and they will not move. When one reaches a position which might be correct the current fails to reach \textit{x} one of these relays, and the current permanently flowing in the other \textit{xxrxx} coil of the relay causes it to close, and bring the stop mechanism into play. \textit{xxrxx} mostly happens with Mostly what will happen is that there will be just one relay which closes, and this will be one connected to a point of the diagonal board which corresponds to a Stecker which is possibly correct: more accurately, if this Stecker is not correct the position is not correct. Another possibility is
that all relays close except the one connected to the point at which the current enters the diagonal board, and this point in the then corresponds to the only possible Stecker. In cases where the data is rather scanty, and the stops therefore very frequent, other things may happen. e.g. we might find four relays closing simultaneously, all of them connected together through the enigmas and the cross connections of the diagonal board, and therefore none of them corresponding to possible Stecker.

In order for it to be possible to make the necessary connections between the enigmas, the diagonal board and the relays there has to be a good deal of additional gear. The input and output rows of the enigmas are brought to rows of 26 contacts called 'female jacks'. The rows of the diagonal board are also brought. The 26 relays and the current supply are also brought to a jack to female jacks. Any two female jacks can be connected with 'plaited jacks' consisting of 26 wires plaited together and ending in male jacks which can be plugged into the female jacks. In order to make it possible to connect the three or more rows of contacts together one is also provided with one 'commons' consisting of four female jacks with corresponding points connected together. There is also a device for connecting together the input output jack of one enigma and the input of the next, both being connected to another female jack, which can be used for connecting them to anywhere else one wishes.

On the first spider made there were 30 enigmas, and three diagonal boards and 'inputs' i.e. sets of relays and stopping devices. There were also 15 sets of commons.
Figs 63, 64 show the connections of enigmas and diagonal board in a particular case. The case of a six-letter alphabet has been taken to reduce the size of the figure.

The actual origin of the spider was not an attempt to find simultaneous scanning for the Bombe, but to make use of the reciprocal character of the Stecker. This occurred at a time when it was clear that very much shorter cribs would have to be worked then could be managed on the Bombe. Welchman then discovered that \texttt{xxxxx} by using a diagonal board one could get the complete set of consequences of a hypothesis. The ideal machine that Welchman was aiming at was to reject any position in which a certain fixed-for-the-time Stecker hypothesis led to any direct contradiction; by a direct contradiction I do not mean to include any contradictions which can only be obtained by considering all Stecker values of some letter independently and shewing each one \texttt{xxxxxx} inconsistent with the original hypothesis. Actually the spider does more than this in one way and less in another. It is not restricted to dealing with one Stecker hypothesis at a time, and it does not find all direct contradictions.

Moreover.

Naturally enough, Welchman set to work to find some way of adapting the spider so as to detect all direct contradictions. The result of this research is described in the next section. Before we can leave the spider however we should see what sort of contradictions it will detect, and about how many stops one will get with given data.

First of all let us simplify the problem and consider only \texttt{xxxxxxx} normal stops, i.e. positions at which by altering the point at which the current enters the diagonal board one can make 25 relays close. The current will then be
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1**

**Figure 2**

**Figure 3**

**Figure 4**

---

Page 63. Spider connections with unique 6s labeled 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

Alphabet and numbers.

Names of contacts are given in purple ink, contacts to which they are connected in green. Connections of diagonal track to upperresa Fig. 64.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Aa</th>
<th>Ab</th>
<th>Ac</th>
<th>Ad</th>
<th>Ae</th>
<th>Af</th>
<th>BF</th>
<th>Fa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bb</th>
<th>Bc</th>
<th>Bd</th>
<th>Be</th>
<th>Bf</th>
<th>Ce</th>
<th>Ef</th>
<th>Fb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cb</th>
<th>Cc</th>
<th>Cd</th>
<th>Cc</th>
<th>Cc</th>
<th>Dc</th>
<th>Dc</th>
<th>Dc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Db</th>
<th>Dc</th>
<th>Dd</th>
<th>De</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Ef</th>
<th>Fc</th>
<th>Fe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eb</th>
<th>Ec</th>
<th>Ed</th>
<th>Ef</th>
<th>Ef</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Fe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Footnote:**


- Input 1 in ab 1. Great hypotaxis c1/3. The squares in this figure represent utilities. In 17, the purple letters are names and the green letters show the utilities in which they are connected.
entering at a correct Stecker if the position is correct. Let us further simplify the problem by supposing that there is only one 'web', i.e. that the 'picture' formed from the part of the crib that is being used forms one connected piece, e.g. with the crib on p we should have one web if we omit the P B U R constatations B, U, O, H. Clearly, sufficient condition for a stop is that the 'multiple encipherment' conditions should hold. Supposing that the number of independent chains or 'closures' is c then the number of positions where the multiple encipherment conditions hold will be about $4^c$. Some of the constatations of the web could still be omitted without any of the letters becoming disconnected from the rest. Let us choose some set of such constatations, $\text{XXXXXXX}$ in such a way that we cannot omit any more constatations without the web breaking up. When the constatations are omitted there will of course be no 'chains' or 'closures'. This set of constatations may be called the 'chain-closing constatations', and the others will be called the 'web-forming constatations'. At any position we may imagine that the web-forming constatations are brought into play first, and only if the position is possible for these are the chain-closing constatations used. Now the Stecker value of the input letter and the web-forming constatations will completely determine the Stecker values of the letters occurring in the web. When the chain closing constatations are brought in $\text{XXX}$ it will already be completely determined what are the corresponding 'unsteckered' constatations, so that if there are a chain-closing constatations the final number of stops will be a proportion of the stops which occur if they are omitted. Our problem reduced therefore to the case in which there are no closures. It is, I hope, also fairly clear that the number of stops will
not be appreciably affected by the \textit{branch} arrangement of the web, but only by the number of letters occurring in it. These facts enable us to make a table for the calculation of the number of stems in any case where there is only one web. The method of construction of the table is very tedious and uninteresting. The table is reproduced below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of letters on web</th>
<th>H-M factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.00045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.000095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.000016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.0000023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A similar table has also been made to allow for two webs, with up to five letters on the second. Beyond this it is not worth while and hardly possible to go. One cannot get a sufficiently good estimate in such cases by using common-sense inequalities. To the case of three webs and beyond this it is not worth while and hardly possible to go. One cannot get a sufficiently good estimate in such cases by using common-sense inequalities. For the case of webs with \(m\) and \(n\) letters by \(H(m,n)\), we shall have the common sense inequalities:

\[
\frac{H(m,3,2)}{H(m,0,0)} < \frac{H(m,3,0)}{H(m,0,0)} < \frac{H(m,2,0)}{H(m,0,0)}
\]

\[
H(m,3,2) > H(m,4,0)
\]
To see what kind of contradictions are detected by the machine we can take the picture, Fig. 6v, and on it write against each letter an*y Stecker values of that letter which can be deduced from the Stecker hypothesis which is read off the spider when it stops. This has been done in Fig. 6v for a case where the input was on letter E of the diagonal board, and the relay R closed when the machine stopped; if the position of the stop were correct at all the correct Stecker would be given by the points of the diagonal board which were connected to Er, and they will be the direct consequences of the Stecker hypothesis E/R.

As we are assuming that R was the only relay to close this other Stecker, this relay cannot have been connected to any others of the others, or it would have behaved similarly. We cannot therefore deduce any other Stecker value for E than R, and this explains why on the main web in Fig. 6v there is only one pencil letter against each ink letter. Wherever any pencil letter is the same as an ink letter we are able to enter write down another pencil letter corresponding to the reciprocal Stecker or to the diagonal connections of the board. In one or two cases we find that the letter we might write down is the one already. In others the new letter is written against which is a letter of one of the minor webs; in such a case we clearly have a contradiction, but as it does not result in a second set of pencil letters on the main web the machine is not prevented from stopping. There are other contradictions; e.g. we have Z/L, W/L, but as L does not occur in the crib this has no effect.
Relevant parts of alphabets

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18
AU AR RV ND AR GL KK UB CK AN OU

19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26
DC PR NL

Fig. 65. Illustrating the kind of position a/ which the spider will
84b. Here the input letter may be supposed to be $b^5$ and the relay which
controls $R$. The eighth value of the latter, which are consequences of the hypothesis
$E/R$ are written against the letters. There are unadorned such as $2/4$, $W/4$:
P/D, P/R, P/I which are not ascertained by the spider.
The machine gun

When using the spider there is a great deal of work in taking down data about stops from the machine and in testing these out afterwards, making it hardly feasible to run cribs which give more than 5 stops per wheel order. As the complete data about the direct consequences of any Stecker hypothesis at any position are already contained in the connections of the points of the diagonal board it seems that it should be possible to make the machine do the testing itself. It would not be necessary to improve on the stopping arrangement of the spider itself, as one could use the spider as already described, and have an arrangement by which, whenever it stopped a further mechanism is brought into play, which looks more closely into the Stecker. Such a mechanism will be described as a machine gun, regardless of what its construction may be.

With almost any crib the proportion of that would be passed by the machine gun as possible would be ratio higher than the proportion of spider stops to total possible hypotheses. Consequently the amount of time that can economically be allowed to the machine gun for examining a position is vastly greater than can be allowed to the spider. We might for instance run a crib which gives 100 spider stops per wheel order, and the time for running, apart from time spent during stops might be 25 minutes. If the machine gun were allowed 5 seconds per position, as compared with the spider's 1/10 second only 3 minutes would be added to the time for the run.
When the spider stops, normally the points of the diagonal supposedly board which are energised are those corresponding to false Stecker. Naturally it would be easier for the machine gun if the points energised were corresponded to supposedly correct Stecker. It is therefore necessary to have some arrangement by which immediately after the spider stops the point of entry of the current is altered to the point which the relay which closed was connected, or is left unaltered in the case of all at 25 relays closed.

Mr. Keen has invented some device for doing this, depending entirely on relay wiring. I do not know the details at present, but it might be something like this, but apparently the effect is that the machine does not stop at all except in cases in which either just one relay closes or 25 relays close. In the case that 25 relays close the current is allowed to continue to enter at the same point, but if just one relay closes the point of entry is changed over to this relay. This method has the possible disadvantage that a certain number of possible solutions may be missed through not being of normal type. This will only be serious in cases where the frequency of spider stops is very high indeed, e.g. 20%, and some other method, such as 'Ringstellung cut-out' is being used for further reducing the stops. An alternative method is to have some kind of a 'scanner' which will look for relays which are not connected to any others. Which method is to be used is not yet decided.

At the next stage in the process we have to see whether there are any contradictions in the Stecker; in order to reduce the number of relays involved this is done in stages. In the first stage we see whether or not there are two different Stecker values for A, in the second whether or there are two different values for B, and so on. To do this testing we have 26 relays.
which are wired up in such a way that we can distinguish whether or not two or more of them are energised. When we are testing the Stecker values of A we have the 26 contacts of the A line of the diagonal board connected to the corresponding relays in this set. What is principally lacking is some device for connecting the rows of the diagonal board successively to the set of relays. This fortunately was found in post-office standard equipment; the clicking noise that this gadget makes when in operation gives the whole apparatus its name. If we find no contradictions in the Steckers of any letter the whole position is passed as good. The machine is designed to print the position end the Stecker in such a case. Here again I do not know the exact method used, but the following simple arrangement seems to give much the same effect, although perhaps it could not be made to work quite fast enough. The Stecker are given by When any typing one letter in a column headed by the other, letter is tested for Stecker contradictions the relays corresponding to the Stecker values of the letter close. We can arrange that these relays operate keys of the typewriter, but that in the case that there is a contradiction this is prevented special typed instead and some symbol showing that the whole is wrong. When carriage no relay closes nothing is typed. The keys of the typewriter not operated by the keys but only by the space bar, and this is moved whenever the letter whose Stecker are being examined.
**Additional gadgets**

Besides the spider and machine-gun a number of other improvements of the Bombe are now being planned. We have already mentioned that it is possible to use additional data about Stecker by connecting up points of the diagonal board. It is planned to make this more straightforward by leading the points of the diagonal board to 325 points of the plug board; the plug board also has a great many points all connected together, and any Stecker which one believes to be false one simply connects to this set.

Another gadget is designed to deal with cases such as that in which there are two 'webs' with six and no chains letters on each. A little experiment will show that in the great majority of cases with such data, when the solution is found, the Stecker value of a letter on either web will imply the whole set of Steckers for the letters of both webs: in the current terminology, "In the right place we can nearly always get from one web onto the other". If however we try to run such data on the spider, even with the machine gun attachment, there will be an enormous number of stops, and the vast majority of these will be cases in which we have not got onto the second web. If we are prepared to reject these possibilities without testing them we shall not very greatly decrease the probability of our finding the right solution, but very greatly reduce the amount of testing to be done. If in addition the spider can be persuaded not to stop in these positions, the spider time saved will be enormous. Some arrangement of this kind is being made but I will not attempt to describe how it works.

**Information with practical problems**

With some of the ciphers there is information about the Ringstellung (Horivelismus) which makes certain stopping
pieces wrong in virtue of their position, and not of the
capital letters produced at those positions. There is an arrangement,
known as a 'Ringstellung cut-out' which will prevent the machine
from stopping in such positions. The design of such a
cut-out clearly presents no difficulties of principle.

There are also plans for "majority vote" gadgets which
will enable one to make use of data which is not very reliable.
a hypothesis will only be regarded as rejected if it
contradicts three (say) of the unreliable pieces of data.
This method may be applied to the case of unreliable data
about Stecker.
AB  REA  FKA  WMA.
CD  REB  FKB  WMB.
EF

alphabet  REA is  AD.
New  B/F will be  base of alphabet  REB.

But the next time those letters become between A-R/B

AID
II
B - 143311
Chapter VII. The German Naval Enigma Cipher

Historical

In the period from about 1931 to April 30, 1937 the Naval much cipher Enigma used the same indicating system as the other German service enigma ciphers, viz. the 'boxing' method recommended by the firm that sold the 'commercial' enigma. With this in system as well as the set up of the machine consisting of wheel order, Ringstellung, and Stecker, there was a window position fixed for the day, and known as the 'Grundstellung'. When it was desired to encipher a message from a list of about 1700 trigrammes e.g. ZLB one first chose three letters at random $\text{ZLLZBL}$. One then set the machine to the Grundstellung and enciphered ZLEZLE. The resulting six letters were put at the beginning of the message, and the remainder of the message consisted of the result of enciphering the plaintext with pre-start window position ZLE. (This differs from the other boxing indicating systems in that most of these allow the trigramme such as ZLE to be chosen at random instead of from XXX a restricted list.

The weakness of this indicating system is that a great deal of information is given away about the 'Grundstellung'. If and a known diagonal there were no Stecker, and the traffic amounted to 100 messages per day it would be possible to find the connections of the machine, and if there were Stecker but the connections of the machine were known it would be possible to find the keys every day with the same amount of traffic. $\text{ZLLZBL}$

To explain the possibility of finding the keys let us suppose that the following were a set of indicators for one day's traffic:

| UJOOBL | AFIJVI | RSICAI | JNZSUG |
| VEYTM | MEHIVZ | TOICWJ | APTJWA |
| ALAJMB | KAPITF | LIWZUJ | GJWILE |
| XVDBXV | NZILUG | CNZIYOR | OWUTSQ |
| QLYQMM | TEIOWN | KLPCAI | RBDCQ |
| GRYLZM | KGAPRB | MINZIC | INCIWJ |
| JIPISW | SMLKFX | MDRHNW | OOFVGN |
| YEITFI | RFXCVJ | AULXJJ | JSWASA |
| EMARFB | L6X<RKP | UWTOSI | JZLWXI |
| TINGOR | BANMEV | 6ARDEK | EPSBN|
| AYLJFL | QJLLKE | EYYKXP | HSFSTF |
| UJNOBR | EKXYYJ | ZCDWIU | HJSKLE |
| O9BCY | TINGER | EZSKOH | UHWSI |
| FN1DUJ | OEVWP | VZPEOW | EYXKV |
In the two indicators UW008L and UANODR the repetition of the first letters is followed by a repetition of the fourth letters. This must always happen from the fact that the fourth letter arises from the first by enciphering at the position directly after the Grundstellung and re-enciphering three places further on, YRZXXfX.

This phenomenon enables us to tell very quickly with any cipher whether the Boxed form of indication is being used. From the indicators we can find the effects of the three repeated encipherments. In Fig. 66 we have entered the effects in one of the columns against each letter the effect of enciphering it first at the position immediately after the Grundstellung and then at the position four places after the Grundstellung; thus we have the entry J against A, with five dots. This means that A enciphered at the first and fourth positions gives J, and that this information has been given us from six indicators, which are actually ALAJMB, AYLJPI, AFNIVI, AEPTJNA, AVRJKK, AVXJJJ. The other two columns give us the results of the encipherments at the second and then the third, fifth position, and at the third and then the sixth. We get for the result of these double encipherments

\[ G_4 G_1 \]

\[ \ldots N2AJOH4P\ldots T2E2ZV\ldots (DBHRQVUEABCGY7) \]

\[ G_5 G_2 \]

\[ (ENUJBQGLMFVKY)(CHSWAIXETGRZ) \]

\[ G_6 G_3 \]

\[ (V)(1)(JTHRKPWSHOLK)\ldots DUCEZGTABMYG\ldots \]

\[ G_4 G_1 \] here means the encipherment with the first alphabet and then with the fourth, the reversal of the natural order being in accordance with mathematical tradition. There can be no doubt as to how the substitution \[ G_6 G_3 \] is to be completed, but at first sight it might appear that there are two possibilities for \[ G_4 G_1 \]. However, if we remember what we found out in the section 'alphabets and boxes' we see that it must be possible to pair off the cycles of \[ G_4 G_1 \] into ones of equal length.
There are various things which could be done now. Of course one might put the whole data onto the spider, but at the time that this system was in force no such machine had been thought of. Another method, which was that principally used by the Poles is to have a permanent catalogue of the box shapes for $G_4 G_1$, $G_5 G_2$, $G_6 G_3$ for every Grundstellung, assuming that there is not a T.O. between the first and last of the six alphabets.

If we give some standard order to the box shapes, we can also put the possible series of three box shapes into an order, and can enter against each set of three box shapes the Grundstellungen for which this set is realised. To use this catalogue with our problem we should work out the box shapes viz. $G_4 G_1$ is 26, $G_5 G_2$ is 26, $G_6 G_3$ is 24, 2. The box shape actually has the number 26 actually has the number 24, and 2 the number 2; they are the two commonest shapes as can be seen from the table on p. 14. We then look up 1,1,2 in our catalogue, and find about 150 entries against it for each wheel order. Each of these will have to be tested out in some way or other. The most satisfactory method seems to be this: We form the permutation $G_5 G_3 G_2 G_6 G_5 G_2$. It is

(DP)\{0\} (D)\{0\} (D)\{0\} (D)\{0\} (T)

so that this permutation is of the class 20, 4, 1, 1. For each possible Grundstellung it is possible to calculate this the corresponding class for the unsorted alphabets. This can fortunately be done mechanically by means of a form of 'cycloometer'. It would be as well to enter against each position the class of this permutation, and this might have been done at the time of construction of the catalogue.

In the case in question the right Grundstellung is found to have the position 1,1,26 with wheel order I, II, III (service machine, Umkehrwalz A). The corresponding boxes are
We must have V/A or V/S. If V/A we can identify the cycle (OHINDEXETGRZ) of the G4G with stecker, with the half compartment of the second box in this way

(OHINDEXETGRZ)
(CHEWIVDEXKLNZ)

i.e. we have to assume the stecker G/C, I/S, A/N, T/L, R/N, and that H, W, D, X, E, G, Z are unsteckered. This large number of unsteckered letters is a strong confirmation, and the repetition of the Stecker I/S is further confirmation. When we fit the rest of the boxes together we find that these five are all the Stecker.

There are other methods that can be applied, depending on the number of Stecker being small. The number of Stecker used in the Naval was 6 from 1931 to Nov. 1938 and possibly later. We might for instance have assumed that A and S were both unsteckered and therefore assumed that the constestation S occurred in both the alphabets G3 and G6. With the Turing sheets we could find the possible positions for this, and then use a cyclometer to test the box shapes in those positions. This is naturally only worth while if we have no box-shape catalogue. Another possibility is to 'equate' the boxes, i.e. to find out from the permutations G4G1 etc what the original mutually alphabets G4 and G1 were. In our case there are actually 13 different possibilities for G1, 13 for G4 and 12 for G3. There are two things we can do to distinguish between the correct and the incorrect possibilities. We can use known statistics about the list of admissible message settings, choosing that combination of alphabets that gives the greatest number of message settings that have occurred previously.
repetitions between the message settings for the day in question and message settings of previously solved days. We might also do a 'Benburismus' i.e. we might make use of the fact that if two messages are written out with letters that were enciphered at the same position written in the same column, then the number of repetitions of letters in a column will be the same as if the messages had not been enciphered, and on average, therefore will be greater than if the messages had been otherwise placed. Actually this effect was very small for the Naval traffic in 1937 and earlier. The repetition frequency was 1/20, as compared with 1/16.5 for the 1940 Naval traffic and the Air traffic, and 1/12 for plain language German, and 1/86 for incorrectly placed enciphered messages (the repetition frequency is the ratio of the number of identical pairs in the total columns to the number of pairs in columns, identical or not). With so low a repetition frequency it is extremely difficult to equate the boxes unless the traffic is rather heavy. This method however applies quite well with the Air traffic up to Sept 14 1938, but there there are better methods of equating. Once the boxes have been equated by one means or another we shall have many more cases of half-bombes which we can assume to have been unsteckered. This method will nearly always get the result, if the equating can be done.

After we have found the rod position of the Grundstellung and the Stecker it only remains to find the Ringstellung. Usually this would be known already, as, at this period, the wheel order and Ringstellung were only changed about once a fortnight. However if these have just been changed it is necessary to read one message. This could always be done, as a great many messages were sent in two or more parts. In such cases the call signs and signatures of the parts were essentially the same, and the half parts after the first began by saying that they were continuations, giving the last part of the time group of the message as a reference. The method of giving numbers at that time was to use.
the top row of the key board and P thus

QWERTZUKOP
1234567890

The number was put between Y's to shew that it was a number, and the whole repeated as a check. The continuation of a message whose time group was 2330 would **FORTY** begin **FORTY**WEEPY**WEEPY**. We could then find the position where this message started by single wheel processes, and as we already know the window position of the start, we can calculate the Ringstellung.

On the 1st May 1937 a new indicating system was introduced. The first two groups (four letters each) of the message were repeated at the end. This clearly showed that these two groups formed the indicator. The repetition also showed that no check could be expected within the first two groups themselves. This was discouraging, as the essential weakness of the boxing method was that the same thing was enciphered twice with the machine. With the new method of indicating, whatever it is, the best one can hope is that either it will enable us to set the messages, or that from some information about the setting of the messages obtained elsewhere we may be able to deduce something about the machine setting. However the first thing to be done was to find out how the indicators worked, and it was necessary therefore to try and read some messages with which the new system was being used. To do this one can use the **FORTY**WEEPY messages, and apply one of the methods described at the beginning of the last chapter. In this way the Poles found the keys for the 8th of May 1937, and as they found that the wheel order and the turnovers were the same as for the end of April they rightly assumed that the wheel order and Ringstellung had remained the same during the end of April and the beginning of May. This made it easier for them to
find the keys for other days at the beginning of May and they actually found the Stecker for the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 8th, and read about 100 messages. The indicators and window positions of four (selected) messages for the 5th were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Window start</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KFX RW TW</td>
<td>P CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYLG EW UF</td>
<td>B Z V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JMKO UV OG</td>
<td>M E M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JMEF FE VC</td>
<td>M Y K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The repetition of the EW combined with the repetition of V suggests that the fifth and sixth letters describe the third letter of the window position, and similarly one is led to believe that the first two letters of the indicator represent the first letter of the window position, and that the third and fourth represent the second, presumably this effect is somehow produced by means of a table of bigramme equivalents of letters, but it cannot be done simply by replacing the letters of the window position with one of their bigramme equivalents, and then putting in a dummy bigramme, for in this case the window position corresponding to JMEF FE VC would have to be MY instead of MYK. Probably some encipherment is involved somewhere. The two most natural alternatives are: 1) The letters of the window position are replaced by some bigramme equivalents and then the whole enciphered at some 'Grundstellung', or 2) The window position is enciphered at the Grundstellung, and the resulting letters replaced by bigramme equivalents. The second of these alternatives was made far more probable by the following indicators occurring on the 2nd May:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Window start</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXDP IVJO</td>
<td>V CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXX JXXY</td>
<td>VUE E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROXX JLWA</td>
<td>N UM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With this second alternative we can deduce from the
first two indicators that the bigrammes EX and XX have the same value, and this is confirmed from the second and third, where XX and EX occur in the second position instead of the first.

It so happened that the change of indicating system had not been very well made, and a certain torpedo boat, with the call sign AFA: had not been provided with the bigramme tables. This boat sent a message in another cipher explaining this on the 1st May, and it was arranged that traffic with AFA: was to take place according to the old system until May 4, when the bigramme tables would be supplied. Sufficient traffic passed on May 2, 3 23:30X to end from AFA: for the Grundstellung used to be found, the Stecker having already been found from the FORTY WEEKLY messages. It was natural to assume that the Grundstellung used by AFA: was the Grundstellung to be used with the correct method of indication, and as soon as we noticed the two indicators mentioned above we tried this out and found it to be the case.

There actually turned out to be some more complications, at least. There were two Grundstellungen instead of one. One of them was called the Allgemeine end the other the Offiziere Grundstellung. This made it extremely difficult to find either Grundstellung. The Boles pointed out another possibility, viz that the trigrammes were still probably not chosen at random. They suggested that probably the window positions enciphered at the Grundstellung, rather than the window positions themselves were taken off the restricted list.

In Nov. 1939 a prisoner told us that the German Navy had now given up writing numbers with Y...XY...X and that the digits of the numbers were spelt out in full. When we heard this we examined the messages toward the end of 1937 which were expected to be continuations and wrote the expected beginnings under them. The proportion of 'crashes' i.e. of letters apparently left unaltered by encipherment, then shows how nearly correct our guesses were. Assuming that the change
mentioned by the prisoner had already taken place we found that about 70% of these cribs must have been right. Further 'crash analyses' were made for other periods up to Aug 1939, all with fairly favourable results. At the same time there had been some changes in the machine, known to have taken place because of the corresponding changes in the machine used by the army and air whose traffic had been read. In the summer of 1937 the Umkehrwalze had been changed from A to B, and in (Dec) 1938 two new wheels IV and V had been introduced. After the beginning of the war (Sept 1939) the FORXYKEF messages were no longer traceable, because there were no more call signs of this kind. However there had been some traffic at various times during manoeuvres and crises since the occupation of Austria, Thema keys: FXXFXXFXXFXXFXX and there were a few days where there was both traffic with and without call signs. We hoped that we might be able to find the keys for some such days and so to find the kind of thing that was said in the traffic without call signs. There seemed to be some doubt as to the feasibility of this plan, as the call signs traffic on any day was always either the whole of the Baltic traffic or the whole of the non-Baltic traffic, and the Baltic traffic in 1937 used to be on a different key from the rest. Following this programme we found the keys for Nov. 28 1938 and for a number of days near there. The number of Stecker was 6. The wheel order and Ringstellung seemed to remain constant for about a week; at any rate they did not change between Nov 24 and Nov 29. The Stecker keys were not hatted; the same letter was never steckered on two consecutive days. This of course might be extremely valuable. If the traffic had been easier it would have enabled us to find the keys so long as this lasted, and there were any cribs. Actually we got no further than this, as at this point a good deal of data was.
'pinched' from a German boat, enabling us get the keys for April 22-27 1940. At the same time we pinched a book of instructions telling us the precise form of the indicating system.

To encipher a message the operator chooses two trigrams out of a book. The first of these trigrams is called the 'Schluesselkenngruppe'. The choice of this is partly determined by the nature of the message: e.g. all 'dummy' messages have the Schluessel kenngruppe taken from one part of the book and genuine messages have them taken from elsewhere: we do not know very much about these. The second trigram is called the Verfahrenkenngruppe. Suppose the Schluesselkenngruppe is CJV and the Verfahren kenngruppe is TOD then the operator chooses two dummy letters, Q and X say, and writes this down

Q C I V
T O D X

From the Verfahren kenngruppe is obtained the window position for the start of the message, by en-ciphering at the Grundstellung. From the eight letters above, one also obtains the indicator for the message, by substitution from a table which gives bigramme for bigramme. The vertix substitution is done by replacing the vertical pairs above with bigrammes, e.g. JXX in this case, if the substitute for QT were DA, and TH for CO, PO for ID, and CN for VX then the indicator for the message is DATH PCON.

Apart from the Schluessel kenngruppe feature this is the method we had inferred was being used. This extreme feature accounts for the bigrammes in the indicators being almost perfectly hatted. Also the fact that it is never the message setting itself which is chosen at random by the operator eliminates any remaining hope that one might use 'operator's psychology' to help in finding out the alphabets. From our point of view of course the Schluessel kenngruppen might not exist, and the bigramme lists to us remain letter entered on sheets with one XXXX in each square, and not two. There is however the restriction that there must be exactly 26 occurrences of each letter.
Methods of reading the individual messages.

With the system of indication that has been used since May 1937 we are not able to read all the messages as soon as we have read on e. A few may be read by single wheel processes, starting from a short crib, but we cannot hope to read the whole traffic in this way. Also, when we have found the Grundstellung XXXXXXXXXX, and if there is plenty of traffic, we may be able to make use of XXX some bigrammes which occurred in messages already read. These methods are not enough by themselves.

In the 1937 traffic there was no 'not probable', and we had planned a method for finding the right starting position, making use of the fact that the correct decode would probably have more letters E in it than any of the others. It was intended to have a long punched paper roll, the punching showing the effect of enciphering E in the various positions. This paper was to move under a series of about 200 brushes whose position was determined by the letters of the enciphered message. The number of brushes which poked through the holes at any moment was the number of letters E in the decode of the message, the window position XXXXXX being determined by the position of the roll. All positions giving more than a certain number of letters E were to be recorded and these positions independently tested. This machine was called 'the rack'.

It was never necessary to make a rack because when the 1938 messages were read it was found that at the word EINS occurred very frequently. We therefore made a catalogue of the encoded values of EINS at every possible starting position, and arranged the encoded values in alphabetical order. The unanalysed catalogue was made by enciphering first E at every possible position, then I, N and S. This was done with the automatic typewriting enigma. The values of I were stuck below the values of E with a stagger; the values of N and S were underneath these again, with suitable steggers. The result was that the effect of enciphering EINS appeared in vertical columns.
This unanalysed catalogue was known to the girls as 'corsets'. In analysing the catalogue we took 25 sheets named A to Z, with E omitted: each sheet had 25 lines, named A to Z with I omitted. Supposing on sheet 13 and line 4 of the corsets we found LWOM as a value of EDNS we would enter 13.4 on line V of sheet L.

In a later form of the catalogue we also made 'existence sheets'. In the existence sheets we would enter M in line V and column 0 of sheet L. To use the catalogue we first analysed the tetragrammes in the messages according to their first letters. One would then take the A existence sheet and go through all the messages marking the tetragrammes which occurred on the existence sheet, and marking against them the entry (e.g. 13.4) from the catalogue. Afterwards one would have to go back to the corsets, and search in the right line for the tetragramme, and work out its position: this was done with a cardboard strip and known as 'snaking'. Having found the position one would have to set up the machine, decipher the tetragramme, verifying that it gave EDNS and then continue to decipher and see if one continued to get sense.

This process has since been greatly improved. Instead of making the corsets off the 'X-machines' we have a machine called the 'test-plate' or 'baby' which typed out the results of enciphering EDNS in all positions in a much more convenient form. Also we no longer analyse the groups by hand, but have them punched on cards, which are then sorted into alphabetical order, and listed. A further improvement is that the test-plate is now made to punch the cards directly.

Roughly, our programme when the wheel order, Ringstellung, and Stecker for a day have been found, is as follows. We make an EDNS catalogue, and use to get out pairs of messages in which the second indicator bigramme of one is the same as the third indicator bigramme of the other. If we have four such cases we have sufficient data about the Grundstellung to be able to find it by means of the Bombe, provided that we have
found the double T.O. We then continued to get messages out with the EINS catalogue; each message gives us some six values of bigrammes, which are entered on a Foss sheet. From time to time we go through the messages substituting for the recently bigrammes the values that have been found from the messages. With messages for which we know the values of two of the bigrammes we apply the method known as 'twiddling' or 'bonking'. We have to decipher the first few letters of the message at all of the 26 places consistent with our knowledge of the bigrammes. This is usually done in columns, one column at a time, each column corresponding to a letter of the message. The twiddling is best done on the Letchworth enigmas, as they have no automatic T.O. Some more messages can be solved by when one bigramme is known, preferably that corresponding to the L.H.W. on the test-plate by deciphering a few letters at every one of the 676 places. But this method is rather difficult to work in practice. It seems much more difficult to spot the right answer when one has to look through so many possibilities. The right answer is hardly ever noticed unless it is one of the obvious ones such as BLENDE, WESPE, MUECKER, MOSKITO, HORNISSE, KRKR, ANAN, ADMX, GRUPPE, BUNGU.

The case where the R.H.W. bigramme is known cannot be done on the test-plate at all. One can of course use the X-machines in much the same way as was done with the original form of EINS catalogue. This has never been a success. One can also use hand methods. On can go through the message looking for places where two consecutive letters occur on the same rod. The deciphered values also occur on the same rod, and we can examine the rods for possible bigrammes. Combining this with the Turing sheets, Kendrick has solved quite a number of messages. This method is known as 'clicks on the rods'.

At one time the EINS catalogue collated with the messages of the day to be the only work of EINS in the battle of each possible EINS with a machine, until only one left.
Identification of bigramme lists and evaluation of unknown bigrammes.

The Wehnaehemgruppe (W.K.G. or trigrammes) is as we have explained not chosen at random, but from a list of about 11,000, and within this list the choices are not made at random uniformly. This fact enables us to identify which bigramme lists are being used, for if we choose the right bigramme list and work out the W.K.G. we shall find that a comparatively large proportion of the m have occurred before, and if we choose the wrong one, a comparatively small proportion.

The more precise theory of this identification is as follows. Let us suppose that 3 different trigrammes \( \lambda \) have been used once before \( x \) times, \( \lambda \) twice etc. Let us call a trigramme which has occurred before \( r \) times a "trigramme of the \( r \)-class". We can then express our information in the form:

\[ \text{Of the occurrences of trigrammes there have been } \lambda_1 \text{ in the } 1 \text{-class}, \]
\[ \lambda_2 \text{ in the } 2 \text{-class, } \lambda_3 \text{ in the } 3 \text{-class etc.} \]

Now take a random sample of these occurrences, forming a proportion \( \alpha \) of the whole, and let us imagine that this random sample consists of the last of the trigrammes which were found. There will be \( \alpha \lambda_1 \) in the 1 class, \( 2\alpha \lambda_2 \) in the 2 class etc. Now the ones in the 1 class would have been, when they were found, ones which had not occurred before, and those which in the 2 class ones which had occurred before once, and so on. Hence we can say that for the last trigrammes entered, the numbers which had occurred before once, twice, thrice, etc., are in the ratios of \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \ldots \). We must expect these ratios to hold also of the next few occurrences to be entered. The process of finding new occurrences of trigrammes and looking up the numbers of previous occurrences can therefore be regarded as like having an urn containing cards, each of which bears a trigramme and a number, and making draws from the urn. The number of cards bearing the number 1 is the proportion to \( (r+1)^{\lambda_1} \). On the other hand we have to consider the process of choosing trigrammes at random. This is to be \( \lambda_1 \lambda_2 \lambda_3 \ldots \) compared with drawing cards from an urn containing cards in different proportions.
This process worked well initially. The popular trigraphs were at the top of columns on the centre pages of the K-book, but the German instructions were to mark any trigraph as it was used, and not to re-use it. Thus the repeat rate of the new trigraphs with those known to have been used gradually dropped. The K-book contained not all trigraphs, in hatted order. I. J. Good devised a quicker method, using the non-randomness of the free-choice dummy letter.
Each trigramme must occur equally often in this urn, and must of course have
with it the number of previous occurrences of this trigramme. Now imagine that we have
worked out a certain number of V.K.G. using a given bigramme table, and that we have
found out how many times each of them had occurred before. This can be compared with
being given one of the urns, and told it is 9:1 on this being the random urn,
and then drawing a certain number of cards from the urn. After the draw we have a
new idea of the odds that the urn is the random urn, and we should have a correspondingly
modified idea of the odds that the bigramme list is the right one. Let us suppose that
the trigrammes, in the order as they were finally worked out, had the numbers
$\nu_1, \nu_2, \ldots, \nu_3$ of previous occurrences, and that correspondingly the cards
drawn from the urn bore the numbers $\nu'_1, \nu'_2, \ldots, \nu'_3$. The proportion of cases of
draws of $n$ cards from the urn, giving these results with the same order, is

$$\frac{\nu_1}{\nu'_1} \cdot \frac{\nu_2}{\nu'_2} \cdot \frac{\nu_3}{\nu'_3}$$

where $\nu_r$ is the proportion of $r$-cards in the urn.
Likewise the proportion of cases where this happens with the other urn is

$$\frac{\nu_r}{\nu'_r} \quad \text{with a corresponding meaning for } \nu'_r.$$ Then the odds on the
urn not being the random one after the draw experiment are

$$\frac{\nu_1}{\nu'_1} \cdot \frac{\nu_2}{\nu'_2} \cdot \frac{\nu_3}{\nu'_3} : \left(\frac{\nu_1}{\nu'_1} \cdot \frac{\nu_2}{\nu'_2} \cdot \frac{\nu_3}{\nu'_3}\right)$$

In other words the drawing of a card with the number $x$ in improves the odds
by a factor of $\frac{\nu_1}{\nu'_1}$ which is equal to

$$\frac{2 \nu_1 (\nu_1 + 1) \nu_2 \nu_3}{\left(\frac{\nu_1 \nu_2 \nu_3}{\nu'_1 \nu'_2 \nu'_3}\right) \nu'_1 \nu'_2 \nu'_3}$$

except in the case $m = 0$ when it is

$$\frac{2 \nu_1 \nu_2 \nu_3}{(\nu'_1 \nu'_2 \nu'_3)(\nu_1 + 2 \nu_2 + 3 \nu_3)}$$

The same method may be applied for the identification of some unknown bigrammes.

By taking into account a number of days traffic all using the same bigramme
table we may find a number of indicators whose V.K.G. would be completely
known if we knew the value of a certain bigramme. If we make the right hypothesis
as to the value, we should get trigrammes agreeing with the statistics as before.
In this sort of case, as the data is liable to be very scanty, it is essential to
use the accurate theory as described above.